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A Matrix Manipulation Program 
by 
Shahriyar Dadkhah, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1987 
Major Professor: Dr. David L. Turner 
Department: Applied Statistics 
This report is both a users guide and a programmers 
manual for running and modifying the program SHAMAT, an 
interactive matrix calculator. The program is written in 
Turbo Pascal version 3.0 for MS-DOS computers. This 
software enablea the user to type in matrix equations for 
solving statistical problems such as multiple regression, 
analysis o f  variance, etc.  All matrix op erations 
necessary for linear models analysis are included in this 
program. Since each operation uses a separate subroutine, 
program enhancement , modification and updating is 
demonstrated to be easy. 




This software was written in part to fulfill some of 
the requirements for a master of science degree in the 
Applied Statistics department at Utah State University. 
It was also written to provide an interactive 
command driven program to support matrix calculations for 
statistical applications or for any other area which 
deals with matrices or requires matrix operations. 
Matrix Concepts 
Colton (1943) credits Cayley with first starting to 
use matrices. He was followed by Hamilton (1853) and 
others, 
In fact Hamilton, Cayley, Laguerre and Frobenius 
seem to have worked without the knowledge of each 
other's results. Frobenius, however, very soon 
became aware of these earlier works and 
eventually adopted the term matrix. (Colton 1943, 
p. vi) 
As used today, a matrix is a rectangular array of 
elements arranged in rows and columns. For example the 
matrix A 
I 1 2 3 I 
A=l4 5 61 
has six elements arranged in two rows and three columns. 
Each element of a matrix is identified by two 
subscripts, i and j, which indicate the row and column 
2 
~espectively of a particular element. For example a 23 is 
the element in the second row and third column of the 
matrix A. In the example above, a 23 is equal to 6. 
If a matrix has only one column then the matrix is a 
column vector. A matrix with only one row is a row 
vector. The matrices band c below are examples of column 







c = I 1 2 3 4 5 I 
A scalar is a matrix with one row and one column, 
for example 
d = I 6 I 
Real numbers are all scalar matrices. 
There are other special matrices. A matrix which 
has the same number of rows and columns, for example 
1 2 3 
E = 4 5 6 
7 8 9 
is known as a square matrix. 
If elements above the diagonal are equal to the 
corresponding elements below the diagonal, i.e. if the 
element aij' the element in ith row and jth column is 
equal to aji' the element in the jth row and the ith 
column, then the matrix is said to be symmetric. The F 
matrix below is an example of a symmetric matrix, 
l 2 3 
F = 2 5 6 
3 6 9 
3 
A diagonal matrix is a square matrix with 
nonzero diagonal elements, aii not equal o and zeros for 
all off diagonal elements, i.e. aij = O if i is not equal 
to j. For example 
is a diagonal matrix. 
1 0 0 
G = 0 5 0 
0 0 9 
The identity matrix is a special diagonal 
matrix with ones on the diagonal, for example 
1 0 0 
I = 0 1 0 
O O 1 
The identity matrix is like the scalar number 1, in that 
it does not change any matrix it multiplies, i.e. 
AI=IA=A. 
The basic matrix operations performed by this 
program include addition and subtraction of two matrices 
to get a sum or difference matrix, whose elements are the 
sum or difference of the corresponding elements of the 
original two matrices. For example the matrices H and K 
below are the result of addition and subtraction of the 
matrices F and G given above 
H = F + G = 







3 I 1 
6 I + o 
9 I o 
3 I I 1 
6 I - I o 















2 2 3 
2 10 6 
3 6 18 
0 2 3 
2 0 6 
3 6 0 
Note that before two matrices may be added or subtracted, 
4 
both matrices must have the same number of rows and 
columns. such matrices are said to be comformable for 
addition or subtraction. 
Multiplication of two matrices can be done by 
summing the products of the elements of a row of the 
first matrix with corresponding elements in a column of 
the second matrix. To be comformable for multiplication 
requires that the number of columns in the first matrix 
be equal to the number of rows in the second matrix. The 
element in the i th row and j th column of the product M=AF 
matrix is formed by summing the product of the elements 
in the ith row of the left matrix with the jth column of 
the right matrix, 
mij = L, aik * fkj 
For example, if the 2 X 3 matrix A given above is 
multiplied ( on the right 
result is the 2 X 3 matrix M, 
by the 3 X 3 matrix F, the 
M = A * F = 
1 2 3 
4 5 6 
I 1 2 3 
* I 4 s 6 
I 3 6 9 
= 
18 30 42 
42 69 96 
Another common type of multiplication is 
multiplication of a matrix by a scalar to produce another 
matrix , with elements which are the product of the 
original elements of the matrix times the scalar. For 
example the matrix N is the result of 4 times the matrix 
A given above, 
N = 4 * 1 2 3 
4 5 6 
= I 4 a 12 
116 20 24 
5 
Note that scalar multiplication is commutative but 
matrix multiplication usually is not commutative, i.e. 
aA=Aa for scalar a and matrix A, but AB is generally not 
equal to BA and in fact will not even be defined if A and 
Bare not comformable for multiplication. 
Transposition is another operation which is widely 
used. The transpose of a matrix is a new matrix, such 
that the element aij in the transpose matrix is the 
element aji from the original matrix. This means that the 
transpose simply interchanges the columns and rows of the 
original matrix. For example, the matrix Pis the 
transpose of the N matrix given earlier 
P = N' = I 4 8 12 I I s 
116 20 24 1 
I 4 16 
I a 20 
112 24 
One of the main uses of matrix methods is to reduce 
or solve a system of equations like Ax = b. one method 
which may sometimes be used if the matrix A is square 
requires the inverse of a matrix. The inverse of a matrix 
is a matrix which acts like a reciprocal in scalar 
arithmetic. If a matrix has an inverse, the product of 
the matrix and its inverse is an identity matrix. 
Finding the inverse of a matrix is more complicated 
than the other basic operations such as transposition, 
addition, etc. Only square matrices have inverses, and 
then if and only if the rank of the matrix is equal to 
the number of rows and columns in the matrix. This means 
that no row ( or column ) of the matrix may be expressed 
6 
as a linear combination of the other rows ( or columns). 
Such matrices are said to have or to be of full rank. The 
only invertible matrices are those square matrices of 
full rank. If an inverse exists, it is unique. If a 
matrix cannot be inverted, then it is said to be a 
singular matrix. 
A matrix R is the inverse of the matrix Q if and 
only if QR = RQ = I • For example, if the matrices Q and 
Rare given as 
Q = 
then the product 
3 0 
2 4 
and R = I 1/3 o 
1-2/12 1/4 
QR =I 3 0 l*I 1/3 0 I= I= RQ = I 1/3 o l*I 3 o I= I 
I 2 4 I I -2;12 1/4 I I -2;12 1/4 I I 2 4 I 
and hence R = o-1 . 
There are ma·ny methods of finding inverses. One of 
the simplest is to augment a matrix A with an appropriate 
sized identity matrix [QII]. Elementary row operations 
such as scalar multiplication or division of rows and 
adding or subtracting a scalar multiple of a row to or 
from another row are then done to reduce the matrix [QIIJ 
to [IIQ- 1 ] if possible. 
For the previous example, the augmented matrix [QII] 
is 
[ QII J = I 3 o 1 o I 
I 2 4 o 1 I 
If the first row is multiplied by (1/3) the result is 
I 1 o 
I 2 4 
1/3 o I 
o 1 I 
7 
The first row of this matrix is then multiplied by -2 and 
added to the second row to give 
I 1 o 1/3 
I o 4 -2/3 
Division of the last row by 4 then gives 
I 1 o 






Another useful operation in statistical applications 
is the sweep operator. It may be used to find the inverse 
of a matrix and may also be used for multiple regression . 
This operator which performs Gaussian elimination is 
better known as the sweep operator. A good tutorial on 
the sweep operator is given by Goodnight (1979). 
The sweep operator changes the elements in the 
matrix A to the matrix B element by element as follows. 
When sweeping using the kth diagonal element, the 
elements of A are modified by the following sequential 
steps, 
b· . = 1J 
for i not equal to k and j not equal to k 
bik = ajk/akk for i not equal to k 
bkj = -akj/akk for j not equal to k 
bkk = 1/akk 
One of the special features of this technique when 
applied to the system of normal equation for a linear 
model is that it is reversible. This means that if a 
8 
variable is swept twice, the first sweep puts the 
variable in the model and the second sweep removes it. 
Therefore the sweep operator is very useful in stepwise 
regression and model building. 
If the matrix A is formed from the multiple 
regression matrices as 




for the matrix model Y = XB + e for Y and e both nxl 
vectors of observations and errors respectively, X an 
nx(p+l) matrix of known constants and Ba vector of 
(p+l)xl unknown regression coefficients, then sweeping 
the matrix A on the first (p+l) diagonal elements yields 
the matrix B which has the following structure, 
I (X'X)-l b 
B =I 
, ---_.,...b---,---S-S_E __ 
where bis an estimate of the regression coefficients and 
SSE is the sum of squared errors. 
Another useful matrix operation is the Cholesky 
decomposition of nonnegative matrices. The symmetric 
matrix A is nonnegative if the quadratic form y'Ay ~ o 
for all y vectors. Such nonnegative matrices may be 
decomposed into an upper triangular matrix T such that A 
• T'T • This method can be used to solve a system of 
equations, such as Ab= x or 
. . . . 
.a1nbn I I Xl 
. . . . 
.a2nbn I I X2 
. . . 1=1 . . 
. . . . 
.annbn I I Xn 
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For doing so, the matrix A is augmented with x to form U 
= [Alx]. The Cholesky operation is performed on the 
matrix U to get the matrix V with elements 
Vlj = Ulj/ Vll for j = 2,3, ... ,m 
V•, = sqrt (uii- 2 Yki*Vki] for i = 2,3, ... ,m 11 
V•, = [l/viiJ*(uij- 2 vki*vkj] for j>iandi=2,3, .. ,m 1J 
= 0 for j<i and i=2,3, . . ,m 
The V matrix consists of the upper triangular matrix T 
and a vector t, 
V = [ T I t ] 
where T is the "square root" of the matrix A, i.e. T'T=A, 
and the matri x t=(T')- 1x is the solution vector for the 
system Ab=x. This reduced system of equations, Tb=t is 
triangular and hence easily solved to get b. 
As discussed earlier, a matrix has an inverse if and 
only if the matrix is square and nonsingular. There are 
many situations where one or both of these conditions are 
not met. For these cases, generalized inverses may be 
used instead of the non-existent real inverse. 
For example if A is an nxm matrix, then the matrix 
A- is the generalized inverse of the matrix A if AA- and 
both symmetric, if AA-A=A and finally if 
A-AA-=A-. A matrix A- exists for every matrix and is 
known as the Moore-Perrose inverse. See Graybill (1976) 
for more details. The generalized inverse may be used to 
10 
find the solution to a singular system of equation. For 
example~ if the system Ab=x is singular, i.e. if A is not 
invertible, then one solution would be b=A-x. Note that 
this is not the only solution if A is not full rank, and 
hence generalized inverses have limited usefulness. 
Matrices are used in many statistical techniques. 
Perhaps the most common of these is multiple regression 
which models an n x 1 vector of Y values as Y = XB + e 
where X is an nx(p+l) matrix of known constants, B is a 
(p+l)xl vector of unknown constants and e is an n x l 
vector of errors. From this model, the normal equations, 
X'Xb = X'Y are formed. The solution to this system of 
normal equations gives the least squares estimate of the 
B vector. Two methods of doing this are to apply the 
sweep operator or the square root decomposition. 
Matrix methods are further applied to regression 
models to do the analysis of variance where the total sum 
of squares, Y'(I-(1/n)J)Y, is decomposed into a sum of 
squares for the model, b'X'Y, and a sum of squares for 
error, Y'Y - b'X'Y where I is an nxn identity matrix and 
J is an nxn matrix of ones. 
Other regression applications of matrix methods 
include inferences using the vector of residuals (Y-Xb), 
the hat matrix, X(X'X)- 1x• and etc. 
Another intense area of matrix application is 
multivariate analysis which deals with tests and 
inferences for multivariate data such as discriminant 
11 
analysis, cluster analysis and factor analysis . . 
·Discriminant analysis is similar to multiple 
regression, but the dependent variable is discrete 
instead of continuous. Then the object would be finding 
an equation for a given set of independent variables to 
predict the category. For example by having the sex, hair 
color and IQ test score, nationality of the student might 
be predicted. 
Cluster analysis uses variables to separate the 
observations into groups or clusters. This analysis tries 
to find whether the data comes from one group or several. 
In factor analysis the number of variables is 
reduced and summarized to form fewer variables. These new 
variables or factors contain most of the original data 
information. 
This program has limited usefulness for multivariate 
analysis because many multivariate techniques require 
finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors. No routine for 
their calculation is provided, but as discussed in 
chapter 5, such a routine could be easily added. 
Scope of this Software 
This program performs most of the basic matrix 
operations and also some more complex routines such as 
the sweep operator, the Cholesky decomposition and etc. 
By using these routines, the user is able to do multiple 
regression, stepwise regression, analysis of variance, 
solving syste~s of equations, etc. 
Program Environment and 
Characteristics 
12 
This program was written in Turbo Pascal 3.0 to run 
under MS-DOS version 2.1 and above on machines with a 
minimum of 256 K memory. Special procedures have been 
written in Turbo Pascal to allow all unused memory to be 
used for data storage. This means that the number of 
matrices and their size is limited only by the available 
memory. 
Most matrix operations are performed in an 
interactive mode where the user is prompted for matrix 
names and other details. In addition, matrix equations 
may be input and evaluated. 
Chapter 2 describes the program structure and 
chapter 3 is a detailed users guide which gives a 
description of each command with its input and output. In 
chapter 4 modification of the program is discussed and 
chapter 5 compares the program with some other 




STRUCTURE OF THE SOFTWARE 
The program is written in Turbo Pascal version 
3.0 (1986). It can be run . on IBM PC, XT or AT compatible 
microcomputers running the MS-DOS operating system. The 
number of matrices and their size is limited only by the 
available memory. Therefore machines with more memory 
have more room for matrix storage. For example a 256 K 
machine can handle 24576 elements, but with 512 K of 
memory, storage is extended to 65535 elements. 
The program consists of 69 subroutines and a main 
program which calls the appropriate subroutines. Each 
operation is performed by its own subroutine, therefore 
future modification is easy. Further explanation of and 
an example of the ease of program modification is given 
in chapter 4. Many of the procedures are separated into 
Include or overlay files 
Include Files 
The Turbo Pascal editor can edit files up to 64 K. 
Therefore when the main program becomes too large, it 
must be broken into pieces. The {$I} compiler option in 
Turbo Pascal can be used to solve this problem. By 
splitting the source code into smaller pieces the 
compiler will link them together at compile time. This 
allows very large programs to be compiled. In this 
14 
program several of the very large subroutines have been 
used as include files. 
In addition to include files, Turbo Pascal allows 
overlay files. A section of the memory is set aside for 
variable storage to be shared by the different overlay 
programs. 
When the user executes the SHAMAT.COM program, 
Figure 1 gives a map of the memory structure of the 
machine. The operating system, MS-DOS, takes up to first 
16 to 60 K of memory depending on the MS-DOS version 
used. 
Next in memory come resident utility programs such 
as SIDEKICK, QDOS, BACKSCRL, etc. These "pop-up" programs 
are loaded into memory and stay there until the user 
reboots the machine. Large memory resident utilities take 
a large portion of the free memory. It is suggested that 
the SHAMAT program be run without any of the utility 
programs in memory if storage becomes a problem. 
Turbo Pascal next reserves a code segment for the 
object code of the program. This is where the main 
program and its overlays are loaded. The maximum size of 
this segment is 64 K. The overlay system allows creation 
of programs much larger than can be loaded into the 
available 64 K code segment. For large programs this is a 
very useful tool to make the most efficient use of the 64 
K block of memory set aside for the object code. The size 
of the overlay area is determined by the size of the 
1<--
Data segment includes I 






Start of the stack 
Includes passed parameters 
and other temporary values. 
Stack grows toward low 





- - - - - - - - - - - - - _I<--
- - - - - - - - - - - - - _I 
The heap contains dynamic 
variables . The heap grows 
toward high memory. The 









____ ___ ________ l<--
Code segment, 64 K maximum. 
Object code of the program 
the .COM file and overlays 
Memory resident utility 
programs(Sidekick,Qdos,etc.) 
Dos resident part 16-60 K 
1 
Top of the stack 
Top of the heap 
Start of the heap 
<-- Low memory 
Figure l. Machine Memory 
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largest overlayed subroutine. All other overlay 
subroutines then can share that overlay area. 
The data segment at the very top of memory is used 
for static variables. Turbo Pascal imposes a 64 K maximum 
for static variable storage. The heap operations were 
implemented to circumvent this limitation. 
Between the program code segment and the static 
variable segment is a block of memory set aside for the 
heap and stack segments. The heap is the part of memory 
used to actually store the matrices. At the beginning of 
program execution the heap pointer points to the first 
storage location above the code and overlay segment. As 
matrices are stored, this segment grows upward toward the 
stack. 
The stack is used as storage for passed parameters, 
intermediate results of expressions and etc. It is 
located above the heap beginning at the bottom of the 
static variable storage segment. The stack grows 
downward, towards the heap which is growing upward 
towards the stack. 
The number of elements that the program can handle 
is completely dependent on the available memory. The 
memory available for variable storage on each machine 
starts at the lowest address in the heap segment and 
grows upward, ending at the lowest possible position of 
the stack segment. The amount of memory available to the 
heap and the stack is computed by the INIT procedure at 
17 
the beginning of program execution. 
The INIT procedure assigns a subscript of -32767 to 
the first byte at the bottom of the heap segment. A 22.4 
K portion of memory is then initially reserved for the 
stack at the top of available memory. Therefore the rest 
of memory below the stack but above the code segment may 
be used for storage. The MAXAVAIL function computes the 
number of bytes available in this area. Then this amount 
is divided by 24 K to find the number of 24 K arrays 
which may be stored there ( Figure 2 ). The first byte in 
the first of these 24 K arrays has a subscript 
of -32767 . The first byte in the second array has a 
subscript of -8191 = -32767 + 24 K, and so on. 
Turbo Pascal can handle integer numbers that range 
from -32767 to 32767 for a total number of integers of 
6553 5 . The number of arrays which can be found in this 
part is up to 16, and cannot be more than that. Since 
each array contains 24 K bytes and Turbo Pascal uses 6 
bytes for storage of each real number, then each array 
contains 4096 elements. 16 times 4096 makes 65536 which 
is the range of the integer numbers which can be used as 
array subscripts in any Turbo Pascal program. Therefore 
at the maximum the program can take care of 65535 
elements, which is a limitation imposed by the capacity 
of Turbo Pascal for integers. For 256 K machines the 







1 2 3 4096 
-4 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
==> 1 _1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1 _1_1_1 
-6 
1 2 3 4096 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
-7 ==> 1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1 
Figure 2. The Heap Structure 
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machines this maximum is extended to 65535. Since the 
actual addresses used for data storage exceed the 65535 
range, a 24 K array is accessed and then an element 
within the selected array is used. 
The last 20% of the heap storage is used as a 
scratch area. This scratch area is used at the time 
commands are parsed to store temporary matrix elements. 
The sta ·ck segment is located at the top of the heap 
and grows downward toward the heap. This segment is used 
to store local variables, results of expressions and to 
transfer parameters to and from procedures and functions. 
At the beginning of execution, the stack pointer is set 
to the address at the top of the stack segment. The INIT 
procedure initially assigns 22.4 K (1400 paragraphs) to 
this section. Any left over memory not used by the heap 
will be added to the stack segment. 
Parsing Routine 
Perhaps the most powerful feature of this program is 
the parsing routine. A matrix equation may be typed as 
input to the read command and the equation will then be 
evaluated. This process is known as parsing. As new 
matrices are defined they are stored on the heap. As an 
input line is parsed, data and operators are pushed onto 
one of two stacks, the operator stack and the element 
stack. The last (or topmost) 20% of the memory available 
in the heap is reserved for the element stack. This 
20 
results in a 20% reduction of the number of elements from 
24576 or 65535 to 19661 or 52427 respectively for 256 K 
or 512 K machines. 
Another stack called the operator stack is depicted 
in figure 3. It takes care of operators for a particular 
equation with respect to their precedence. At the time a 
line is parsed, operators may be pushed in or popped out 
from this stack. 
Suppose the X and Y matrices already exist. Then 
when the user inputs the command 
RESULT=X-X*Y\ 
at the read prompt, the program assigns a precedence of 
1, 2 and 3 to the assignment, subtraction and 
multiplication operators respectively. At the time the 
program reads the RESULT=X-X*Y\ command, the "c" sign 
goes to the operator stack and then elements of the X 
matrix go to the element stack (Figure 4). The"-" sign 
is compared with the top of the stack and because it has 
a higher precedence than the top element on the operator 
stack, it is placed on the stack above the'=' sign. 
Again the X matrix is seen in the equation so it is 
copied onto the element stack above the first copy of the 
X matrix. The"*" sign is placed on the operator stack 
above the"-" sign because multiplication has a higher 
precedence than subtraction. The Y matrix then goes to 
top of the element stack. The"\" character indicates 
there are no more operators or matrices to be parsed, and 
21 
15 
RESULT= X - X*Y\ 
* 3 
2 
1 = 1 




X= 7 6 
2 
5 
Y= 1 5 I 
2 3 I 
1 
6 53 
7 19 RESULT= X - X*Y 
I -4 -91 
2 11 RESULT=! I 
I I -12 -471 
I 
I 1 5 
I 
I 
I 6 6 -47 
I 
I 
I 7 7 -12 
I 
I 
I 2 2 -9 
I 
I 
I 1 1 -4 
I 
Figure 4. Element Stack 
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so the computation or evaluation then begins. 
The 1 *' sign at the top of the operator stack means 
the two matrices at the top of the element stack are to 
be multiplied together. The resulting temporary matrix 
say T, will replace the X and Y matrices in the element 
stack. The"*" operator is then popped out from the 
operator stack since it has been executed. Now the 11- 11 
sign is at the top of the operator stack. It indicates 
that the temporary T matrix is to be subtracted from the 
X matrix, i.e. that the matrix at the top of the element 
stack is to be subtracted from the second matrix on the 
element stack. The result of this subtraction then goes 
to the element stack and replaces the T and X matrices. 
This new temporary matrix is again called the T matrix. 
The 11- 11 operator has been executed, so it is popped 
off the operator stack, leaving just the assignment 
operator, so the elements of the temporary T matrix are 
then assigned to the matrix named RESULT and these values 
are copied to the heap. 
The number of matrices which can be created and 
stored is very large. As the number of matrices stored 
gets larger, it gets harder to trace and find them in the 
heap storage area. The program solves this problem by 
keeping a directory list similar to a phone directory. 
This directory is depicted in figure 5. It contains 
information about each existing matrix. The information 







=====>! Name,Row,Col,Addr 1==>1 Nil 
I _Y __ 2 __ 2 __ 5 ___ I I __ _ 
==>I Name,Row,Col,Addr !==>!Etc. 1==>1 Nill 
1 _x __ 2_2 __ 1_ 1 I __ I I __ I 
==>I Name,Row,Col,Addr !==>I Nil 
I_RESULT_2_2 __ 9 ___ 1 I ____ _ 
Figure 5. Directory 
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rows, the number of columns and the location of the first 
element of the matrix in the storage area. 
For example, in the command RESULT=X-X*Y\, the X and 
Y matrices must first be found and then placed on the 
element stack of the program. For fast access to needed 
matrix information, this directory has been designed as 
an open hash table. 
An open hash table is a special data structure which 
is made up of a number of cells. Each cell can grow 
dynamically. The cells of the hash table are numbered o 
to 99 and at the beginning when no matrices exist, each 
of the cells has the value of NIL which indicates an 
empty cell. Each box or cell can grow in a horizontal 
direction until memory is exceeded since it has a link-
list structure. In each cell a number of records can be 
found which have been chained together in alphabetical 
order according to their ASCII code. These records 
contain the information about the matrices. 
For example suppose the matrix A= l 2 / 7 6 has 
been read into the program. Then the data for the matrix 
A is stored in memory locations -32767 to -32731 of the 
heap storage area. The A label for this matrix has the 
ASCII code of 65, therefore MOD of 65 by 99 (number of 
boxes-1) is still 65. A new record is then added to box 
number 65. If another matrix name has the same ASCII 
code, then still box or bucket 65 will have a new record 
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created and placed after the information about the A 
matrix. 
The benefit of using this open hash table structure 
is in the time savings for accessing the data. Suppose 
1000 matrices exist and their names and information are 
stored in a simple array numbered from 1 to 1000. For 
finding information about any one of them, the list of 
names array would have to be searched sequentially. A 
worst case would take 1000 uni ts of time and an average 
search would take 500 units. 
In contrast, consider an open hash structure which 
stores the 1000 records in 100 buckets or boxes. Each box 
would be expected to have 10 records on average. 
Therefore by using the ASCII code of the matrix, l·unit 
of time is used to find the box and an average of 10 
uni ts to find the record. This makes a total of 11 uni ts 
on average compared to 500 units on average for the 
sequential search. Comparing these two structures, 
searches using the hash table are an average of about 50 




How to Load the Program 
Program execution is initiated from the MS-DOS 
prompt by typing SHAMAT. A greeting and advertising 
message is displayed until the user presses any key.The 
main menu will then be displayed using the top 9 lines of 
the screen. A MAIN> prompt is displayed until a command 
from the main menu is input from the keyboard. 
Program Input 
Before any operations may be performed, one or more 
matrices must be input. This may be done in several ways. 
Keyboard input is allowed by typing Rat the MAIN> or 
SUB> menu prompt. Matrices and operations may then be 
input as a string. This string may be a matrix equation 
or simply an assignment of elements to a matrix. Matrix 
names are limited to 15 characters and must begin with a 
letter. After the first character, letters, digits, or 
the special character"-" may be used. Names are case 
sensitive, which means that the matrix Al is different 
from al. 
Data may also be retrieved from a previously saved 
file. The program can retrieve files from any drive at 
the request of the user. The program will take care of 
dimensioning matrices at the time they are read. Specific 
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details for reading previously sayed files is given 
below. In addition, data may also be read into the 
program from an ASCII or DOS text file. Such a file 
contains only a single matrix and should have all the 
elements for one row of the matrix separated by blanks or 
commas as one line in the data file. The program will 
dimension the matrix at the time it is read to the number 
of elements per line by the number of lines read. 
Any kind or sequence of operations that can be done 
by the user from the keyboard may also be done using the 
batch file facility. A file of commands with one file per 
record is prepared. This may be executed from the main 
menu by typing "X". The user is then prompted for the 
name of the batch file or command file to be executed. 
Program Output 
Any matrix may be displayed on the screen, the 
printer or stored to a file at the request of the user. 
If the result of an operation is a scalar then the result 
will usually be displayed on the screen automatically. 
The contents of a matrix may be displayed on the 
screen by typing "P" at the MAIN> or SUB> prompt. The 
user will then be prompted for the name of the matrix to 
be displayed. 
Hard copy or printer output may be obtained by 
typing "P (control-P) at the MAIN> or SUB> menu prompt. 
If the printer was previously turned off, all printed 
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matrices will be sent to both the screen and the printer 
until "P is again pressed. The "P toggles the printer on 
if off or off if on. 
The user may send all output or any specified matrix 
to a file. The user has two options for saving the data. 
One storage format can be retrieved and the other can 
not be retrieved. More explanation of these options is 
given in the worksheet I/0 section later in this chapter. 
Main and Submenu 
There are two available menus, the main menu and 
the sub menu. Most of the important or major statistical 
operations such as the Sweep operator, Cholesky 
decomposition, log file, batch file, elementary row 
operations, etc. are included in the main menu. The sub 
menu contains other basic editing or "housekeeping" 
operations such as element correction, subset selection, 
special input forms, etc. In the next two sections both 
menus are explained in detail with a discussion of each 
command in the order presented on each menu. 
Main Menu 
At the beginning of program execution, the main menu 
is displayed at the top of the screen. Its display may be 
turned on or off using control W ('""W). Table 1 displays 
the main and sub menus. A discussion of each main menu 
command follows . 
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Table 1 Main and Submenu 
MENU 
I file I/0 R Read C Cholesky (square root) 
? Directory & info. H Help D Delete 1 or more matrix 
X execute a file F Format "W toggle menu Window on/off 
s sweep operation L Log file 0 Other options(submenu) 
Q Quit p Print "P toggle printer on/off 
E Elementary row operations 
SUB MENU 
D Delete 1 or more matrix 
B Return to main menu 
V Vector to matrix 
M Matrix to vector 
? Directory & information 
"W toggle menu Window on/off 
R Read matrix 
P Print 
z defuZz 
Y read sYmmetric matrix 
T read Triang. matrix 
J make constant matrix(J) 
I make Identity matrix 
"P toggle printer on/off 
G Get part of matrix 




File storage of the entire worksheet which contains 
all the matrix elements or individual matrices is 
sometimes required for later retrieval and use. The next 
two sections explain how to save and retrieve the 
worksheet and/or an individual matrix. 
Save Worksheet. One or more matrices may be saved 
to a disk file for future retrieval. By touching the "I" 
key at the MAIN> prompt, the user is asked whether a 
save or retrieve operation is desired. If the user types 
the "S" key in response to this question, first the 
directory of existing matrices is displayed. Then the 
program asks the user to type 1 or 2. Typing 1 requests 
that all matrices be saved to a file. Typing 2 saves only 
the matrices requested by the user. 
MAIN>I 
Save worksheet or Retrieve worksheet S/R >s 
********************************************************* 
DIRECTORY OF EXISTING MATRICES 
NAMES & DIMENSIONS 
x 4 * 4 1xx 4 * 4 la 13 * 6 
********************************************************* 
3 matrices have been stored and 35935 elements 
are left for additional storage. 
Enter the output file name.[Ex, A:Out.] >a:gl 
Option 1: saving all matrices, 
Option 2: Saving only specified ones. 
Enter the option>l 
BE PATIENT PLEASE ....•..•••••.•• 
Retrieve Worksheet. This routine reads back 
previously stored matrices from a file or reads a single 
matrix from a file previously prepared which has each row 
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of the matrix in a separate line of the file. Retrieval 
begins by touching the "I" key at the MAIN> prompt and 
then the "R" key to initiate file retrieval. The program 
then asks for the name of the file to be retrieved and 
the way the file was prepared. Two retrieval options are 
available. If the file is a raw data file, previously 
prepared as a text or ASCII file with one row of blank or 
comma delimited elements per line, then the "A" for ASCII 
response should be used. After opening the file and 
successfully reading the matrix, the user is asked to 
supply a valid name for storing the matrix. 
If a previously stored worksheet is to be retrieved. 
a "P" is pressed. The user is then prompted for the name 
of the worksheet file. Matrix sizes are then listed on 
the screen as they are successfully read back into 
memory . If a matrix name is already in use, then the user 
is asked whether that matrix should be overwritten. If 
not, then the user may enter a new name. 
Option 1: 
MAIN>I 
Save worksheet or Retrieve worksheet S/R >r 
Read in ASCII data file (A) or 
Retrieve worksheet Previously saved? (P) >a 
Enter the name of input file [Ex. A:DATA.DATJ>>>hald.new 
File hald.new opened successfully. 
Name of matrix to receive this file >A 
13 rows of 6 columns each have been successfully read 
from file hald.new into the matrix A. 
Option 2: 
MAIN>! 
Save worksheet or Retrieve worksheet S/R >r 
Read in ASCII data file (A) or 
Retrieve worksheet Previously saved? (P) >P 
Enter the name of input file [Ex. A:DATA.DATJ>>>hald.dat 
File hald.dat opened successfully. 
BE PATIENT PLEASE •••••..••••. 
Matrix <<<c>>> has been successfully read. 
Matrix <<<dat>>> has been successfully read. 
Matrix <<<s>>> has been successfully read. 
Matrix <<<a>>> has been successfully read. 
Matrix <<<b>>> has been successfully read. 
Directory & Information 
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Touching the"?" key at either the MAIN> or SUB> 
prompt displays the names and dimensions of current or 
existing matrices that have been defined. Information 
about the total amount of storage used and the remaining 
storage available is also displayed. 
MAIN>? 
******************************************************** 
DIRECTORY OF EXISTING MATRICES 
NAMES & DIMENSIONS 
x 4 * 4 I xx 4 * 4 I a 13 * 6 
******************************************************** 
3 matrices have been stored and 35935 elements 
are left for additional storage. 
Batch File 
The batch file execution facility allows the user to 
run command files. A command file may be executed by 
touching the "X" key at the MAIN> prompt and entering the 
command file name. For example the file EXEC.DAT listed 
in table 2 contains the commands to read in a raw data 
file and perform a simple linear regression. This batch 
file assigns elements to the X matrix and Y vector. The 
estimated regression coefficients are then calculated and 
displayed. The results from the execution of this batch 
Table 2 Input and Output for Batch File 
The file EX.BAT: 
r 
X= 1 2 I 1 4 / 1 8 / 1 12\ 
r 







Enter the file name to be executed.>>>ex.bat 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >X= 1 2 / 1 4 / 1 8 / 1 12\ 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "-" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >Y= 2 / 7 / 8 /10\ 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >b=(X'*X)"*X'*Y\ 
MAIN>p 
Name of matrix to print >b 
I 2.2as I 
b =I o.686 I 
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file are also shown in table 2 
sweep Operation 
The sweep operator may be used to find the inverse 
of a matrix, the generalized inverse of certain matrices, 
or for doing stepwise multiple regression. One of the 
best expositions of the sweep operator is that given by 
Goodnight (1979). The elements of the matrix A are swept 
on say the Kth element by performing the sequence of 
steps described in chapter I. 
If the matrix [x,y]'*[x,y] is swept on all but the 
last element (the y variable), then the swept variables 
would be in the regression model. The user may read the B 
vector (regression coefficient) and the SSE (sum of 
square errors) from the swept matrix. A second sweep on 
the same variable would delete that variable from the 
equation allowing many possible combinations of the 
variables. 
Two options are available for the sweep operator. 
The first option automatically sweeps all but one 




Option 1: Sweep on ALL BUT one element. 
Option 2 sweep ONLY requested elements. 
Enter option >l 
Enter name of matrix to sweep >A 
Enter index of element NOT to be swept>l 
Sweeping matrix<< A>> on element 2 
sweeping matrix<< A>> on element 3 




matrix to print >A 
I o.557 -0.220 o.039 
I 0.220 0.180 0.021 
=I -0.039 0.021 0.112 
I 0.233 -0.162 -0.030 





matrix to print >A 
I 6.000 12.000 
I 12.000 28.000 
=I 0.000 0.000 














Option 1: Sweep on ALL BUT one element. 
Option 2 Sweep ONLY specified elements. 
Enter option >2 
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Enter name of matrix to sweep >A 
Enter list of indices to be swept, 
Sweeping matrix<< A>> on element 
Sweeping matrix<< A>> on element 





matrix to print >A 
I 1.161 -o.5oo 
I -o.5oo 0.250 
=I 0.000 0.000 










Pressing "Q" from the MAIN> prompt initiates program 
termination. The user is asked if he really wants to 
quit. An "N" response returns the user to the MAIN> 
prompt while a "Y" response terminates the program and 
returns the user to DOS. 
Elementary Row Operations 
Elementary row operations are one of the oldest 
methods for solving a system of equations. The idea is to 
horizontally augment the matrices from a system like 
(Ax=b) with an identity matrix to get [A,b,I]. This 
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. system is then reduced if possible to -1 [I,x,A ] by 
elementary row operations, i.e. by scalar multiplication 
of a row and/or addition of two rows. If the b vector is 
omitted only A- 1 will be computed. The example below 
solves a 2x2 system of equations and gets the inverse of 
the system. 
MAIN>E 
Matrix name? >sample 
Elementary Row Operations 
I to Interchange two rows. 
Mor D to Multiply or Divide a row by a scalar and add to 
a second row. If second row is omitted, first row is 
multiplied or divided by the scalar. 
P will print the current matrix. 
H to repeat these instructions. 
X to exit to main menu. 
I, M, D, P, H, X >P 
I 1.000 2.000 3.ooo 1.000 0.000 
sample =I 2.000 7.000 5.000 0.000 1.000 
I, M, D, P, H, X >M 
On row# ? >2 By Scalar? >-0.5 
Added to row#? >l 
I, M, D, P, H, X >P 
I 0.000 -1.500 o.5oo 1.000 -o.5oo 
sample =I 2.000 7.000 5.000 0.000 1.000 
I, M, D, P, H, X >D 
On row# ? >l By Scalar? >-1.5 
Added to row#?> 
I, M, D, P, H, X >P 
I 0.000 1.000 -0.333 -0.667 o.333 
sample =I 2.000 7.000 5.000 0.000 1.000 
I, M, D, P, H, X >D 
On row# ? >2 By Scalar? >2 
Added to row#?> 
I, M, D, P, H, X >P 
I 0.000 1.000 -o.333 -0.667 o.333 
sample =I 1.000 3.500 2.500 0.000 0.500 
I, M, D, P, H, X >M 
On row# ? >l By Scalar? >-3.5 
Added to row#? >2 
I, M, D, P, H, X >P 
I 0.000 
sample =I 1.000 l.000 -0.333 -0.667 0.333 0.000 3.667 2.333 -0.667 
I, M, D, P, H, X >I 
First row# ?>l 
Second row# ?>2 
I, M, D, P, H, X >P 
I 1.000 
sample =I 0.000 
Read 
0.000 3.667 2.333 -0.667 
1.000 -0.333 -0.667 0.333 
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The most useful command in this program is the READ 
command. This command allows the user to input and 
evaluate a matrix equation and then assign the results to 
a matrix for storage and/or further manipulation. 
Execution of this command begins by touching the "R" key 
at either the MAIN> or SUB> prompt. 
Each read operation must contain a valid matrix name 
for result storage on the left of an equal sign. The 
expression to the right of the equal sign contains a 
matrix equation, a matrix assignment or some combination 
of these. The read command must be terminated with a"\" 
character. For simple assignment, the elements are 
entered rowwise, separated by the character"/" and then 
terminated with the "\" character. 
Individual elements for assignment must be delimited 
or separated by one or more blanks, commas or carriage 
returns. If more than one assignment is to occur in a 
given read statement, then each matrix assignment must be 
terminated with a semicolon. The arithmetic operators 
"+", "-"and"*" as well as transposition and inversion 
(' and" respectively) may be used with parentheses to 
evaluate complex matrix equations. Both vertical and 
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horizontal augmentation are also available by using the 
"I" and"!" symbols respectively. Several examples 
follow. 
Example l: A= l 2 3 / 4 4 6/ 3 8 2 \ 
would assign and load the matrix A, 
I l 2 3 
A= I 4 4 6 
I 3 8 2 
Example 2: B = A'* l l 3 / 2 7 2 / 4 3 l \ 
would compute the matrix B as 
1 2 3 1 ' I 1 l 3 21 38 
B = 4 4 6 * I 2 7 2 = 42 54 
3 8 2 I 4 3 l 23 51 
Example 3: C = 1 2 / 3 4 ; * 4 4 / 2 7 \ 
Would compute the matrix c as 
C = 1 2 I * I 4 4 I = I 8 18 I 




Example 4: D = A'! A" \ would compute the matrix D as 
1 2 3 I ' I LOO 4.00 3.00 
4 4 6 I I 2.00 4.00 8.00 
3 8 2 I I 3.00 6.00 2.00 
D =----------= I-LOO 0.500 o.oo 1 2 3 ,-1 I 0.25 -0.175 0.15 
4 4 6 I I 0.50 -0.500 -0.10 
3 8 2 I 
Example 5: E = (A I A") ! {A" I A)\ 
would compute the matrix E as 
l 2 3 -1.00 0.500 0.00 
4 4 6 0.25 -0.175 0.15 
3 8 2 0.50 -0.050 -0.10 
E = -LOO 0.500 o.oo 1 2 3 
0.25 -0.175 0.15 4 4 6 
0.50 -0.050 -0.10 3 8 2 
Each command line may be up to 115 characters in 
length but not more. Ignoring this limitation will result 
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in loss of data. This minor limitation may be overcome by 
breaking long lines into shorter lines separated by 
carriage returns. 
If the result of a matrix operation is to be stored 
using a previously assigned matrix name, the user is 
asked whether the original matrix is to be overwritten. 
If not, then the user may enter a new name for the 
result. 
The help command causes the users guide, the file 
SHAMAT.DOC, to be displayed on the screen. The display 
pauses after each sixteen lines until any key except 
<ESC> is touched. The next sixteen lines of the help file 
are then displayed. When the <ESC> key is pressed, the 
help function terminates and the program returns to the 
MAIN> or SUB> menu prompt. 
Format 
When the matrices are displayed or printed, 
sometimes the number of significant and decimal digits 
printed out may need to be increased or decreased. The 
format command may be used to change the number of digits 
or decimals displayed or printed. The default format 
displays seven digits with three to the right of the 
decimal point, e.g. 8888.888 . The default width is 8 (7 
digits pl us a decimal point). To change the output 
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format, press the F key from the MAIN> prompt and then 
enter the new field width followed by the number of 
decimals. 
MAIN>P 
Name of matrix to print >F 
I -o.1a1 0.145 
F =I 0.326 -0.061 
MAIN>F 
Current output format uses fields < 8 > 
characters wide with< 3 > decimals. To change the output 
format, enter field width and number of decimals or press 
<RET> for no change.Le 10, 8>15, 8 
MAIN>P 
Name of matrix to print >F 
I -0.10144540 0.14549482 
F =I 0.32618746 -0.06104197 
Log File 
Often the user needs to have a summary of what has 
been done during a particular session. The log routine 
copies almost all output sent to the screen to a log 
file. This file may then be printed, edited or deleted. 
Logging is initiated by touching the "L" key at the MAIN> 
prompt. The user is then prompted for the name to use for 
the log file. From that point on, almost anything which 
comes to the screen is also sent to the log file. Each 
successive call to the logging routine closes the current 
log file. If a new file name is entered a new log file 
is created. If no file name is entered, then logging 
stops. 
MAIN>L 
Enter the name of log file [<RET> for no log file] >A.log 
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Print 
The print command allows the user to display on the 
SCREEN or send to the PRINTER any matrix. By touching "P" 
(for print) at either the MAIN> or SUB> prompt, the user 
will be asked for the name of the matrix to be printed. 
The matrix will then be displayed on the screen. If the 
user has turned on the printer by pressing ~pat either 
the MAIN> or SUB> prompt, then the matrix will also be 
sent to the printer. 
MAIN>P 













The Cholesky or square root decomposition procedure 
finds an upper triangular matrix T which is the "square 
root" of a nonnegative matrix named A such that T'T = A. 
This decomposition only works for symmetric nonnegative 
matrices, i.e. matrices for which y'Ay ~ O for all 
vectors y. This decomposition is very useful in linear 
models applications and may sometimes be used to find 
generalized inverses. See Graybill (1976) for further 
details. 
MAIN>P 
Name of matrix to print >T 
I 2.449 4.899 0.000 4.899 
I 0.000 2.000 0.000 0.500 
T =I 0.000 0.000 2.449 0.408 
I 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.893 
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Main>R 
Enter the name of matrix I "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >A=T'*T\ 
Main>P 
Name of matrix to print >A 
I 6.000 12.000 0.000 12.000 
I 12.000 28.000 0.000 25.000 
A =I 0.000 0.000 6.000 1.000 
I 12.000 25.000 1.000 28.000 
Main>C 
to decompose ?>A Enter name of matrix 
Enter name of matrix 
Matrix <NT> contains 
decomposition of the 


























Touching the 11D" key at either the MAIN> or SUB> 
prompt allows the user to delete one or more unneeded 
matrices. The directory of current matrices is listed 
first and the user then enters the name of a single 
matrix to be deleted. This is repeated until the <RET> 
key alone is pressed which causes the program to return 
to either the MAIN> or SUB> prompt. 
MAIN>D 
Enter the matrices to be deleted one at a time, 
Terminate with <RET>. 
Name of matrix to be deleted >>>>>>TEST 
Name of matrix to be deleted>>>>>> 
AW: Toggle Menu window on/off. After using the 
program for a while, the user will become "trained". The 
AW key turns off the menu windows if they are on or turns 
them back on if they are off. Any time AW is pressed the 
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entire screen is cleared. 
Submenu 
BY typing 11011 at the MAIN> prompt, the program will 
be transferred to the SUB menu which will give the user 
Other matrix operations. Table 1 displays the sub menu. 
Several of the Main menu command such as Read, Delete, 
~w, Print, etc. are also available from the SUB menu. The 
commands unique to the submenu are now discussed in 
order. 
Back 
By touching the "B" key the program leaves the SUB 
menu and moves back to the main menu and the MAIN> prompt. 
Vector to Matrix 
To generate a diagonal matrix from a vector, the 
user touches the "V" key at the SUB> prompt and then 
specifies the vector to use and the name for the 
resulting diagonal matrix. 
Sub>P 














******* Making Diagonal matrix********** 
Original vector >vector 
Result goes to matrix >matrix 
Sub >>>>>>P 
Name of matrix >>>>>>matrix 
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I 4.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
I 0.000 5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
matrix =I 0.000 0.000 6.000 0.000 0.000 
I 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.000 0.000 
I 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 8.000 
Matrix to Vector 
Sometimes only the diagonal elements of a matrix are 
needed as a vector. This may be done by touching the "M" 
key at the SUB> prompt. The program asks for the original 
matrix and the name for the resulting vector. 
Sub>M 
******* Making vector from matrix********* 
Original matrix name >matrix 
Diagonal elements go to vector >newvector 
Sub>P 














One of the problems of finite arithmetic for matrix 
applications is that sometimes values which should be 
zero will instead be close, such as 10- 16 rather than 
exactly o. The user may specify a value which is to be 
treated as zero, say epsilon. Any value in the specified 
matrix which is less in absolute value than this epsilon 
will then be changed to zero. The value of epsilon is 
initially set to 10- 10 • 
For example if the user knows that elements less 
than or equal in absolute value to 0.000001 in the matrix 
ffi should be zero, by using this routine they may be 
changed to o.o. 
Sub >>>>>>P 























Name of matrix to defuzz>ffi 
Minimum absolute value which will 
current value= l.0E-10 New value 





matrix to print >ffi 
I 1.795 -0.395 
I -0.395 0.267 
=I 0.010 0.000 
I -0.419 -0.010 










This routine works much like the assignment portion 
of the read command. If a matrix A is symmetric, then 
A=A' and the element aij = aji• The program reads only 
the upper triangular portion of the matrix from the 
diagonal elements over and then copies the (ij)th element 
into the (ji)th position for j>i to make a symmetric 
matrix. Note that this is a subset of the read command 
and may only be used to read a matrix in. No other 
operations may be included with this command. 
SUB>Y 
Input the upper triangular portion of the matrix. 
from the diagonal element over, like T= 1 2 3/ 4 5 / 6 \ 








to print >S 







Read Upper Triangular Matrix 
This procedure works much like the symmetric matrix 
input routine. For this kind of matrix, if i>j, then aj i 
is equal to zero instead of being equal to aij as happens 
in a symmetric matrix. Again, this procedure is strictly 
for assignment and no other operations are allowded. 
SUB>T 
Input the upper triangular portion of the matrix, 
from the diagnal element over, like T= 1 2 3/ 4 5 
INPUT >T= 1 2 3/ 4 5/ 6\ 












Making Constant Matrix 
3 . 000 
5.000 
6.000 
Sometimes a rectangular matrix of constants is 
needed. This may be done by touching the "J" key at the 
SUB> prompt and then answering the questions. The user 
must specify a name for the matrix, the number of rows 
and columns, and then the value for the constant. 
Sub >>>>>>J 
Name of Matrix >>>constant 
Enter No. of rows >>>5 
Enter No. of columns >>>5 
Input the constant value >>>91 
Sub >>>>>>P 
Name of matrix >>>>>>constant 
I 91 . 000 91.000 
I 91.000 91.000 
constant =I 91.000 91.000 
I 91.000 91.000 
I 91.000 91.000 
















In some statistical problems, an identity matrix is 
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needed. Rather than using the read command to make one, 
which is a tedious job, this routine makes an Identity 
matrix of any dimension that the user chooses, and stores 
it into the matrix named by the user. This is done by 
touching the "I" key at the SUB> prompt and then 
answering the questions. The user must specify a name for 
storing the matrix and the size of the identity matrix. 
Sub >>>>>>I 
Name of Matrix >>>identity 
Size of matrix >>>3 
Sub >>>>>>P 












It happens sometimes that the user needs to have a 
subset of a matrix. This may be done by the Get_part 
routine which is initiated by touching the "G" key at the 
SUB> prompt. The user then chooses the method for getting 
the data. 
The first option selects a "box" of data by 
specifying the upper left and lower right corners of the 
submatrix to be gotten. The second option allows data to 
be selected by specifying the exact rows and/or columns 
to be copied to the new matrix. 
After choosing the option, the user is prompted for 
the name of the original matrix and a name for the new 
matrix. The corner coordinates are then requested if 
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option 1 was selected. If option 2 was selected the user 
is prompted for the rows and then for the columns to be 
copied into the new matrix. 
Option 1: 
SUB>P 
Name of matrix to print >A 
I 5.000 10.000 9.000 14.000 13.000 22.000 
I 10.000 20.000 18.000 28.000 26.000 44.000 
I 9.000 18.000 18.000 27.000 27.000 42.000 
A =I 14.000 28.000 27.000 41.000 40.000 64.000 
I 13.000 26.000 27.000 40.000 41.000 62.000 
I 22.000 44.000 42.000 64.000 62.000 100.000 
SUB>G 
MATRIX********* *********GET PART OF 
Option 1: Get a box (specify the upper left and lower 
Option 2: Select specific 
Enter the option>l 
right elements). 
rows and columns. 
Name of original matrix>A 
Name for new matrix>SUBA 
Enter row, col for starting (upper left) corner >3 3 




matrix to print >SUBA 
I 18.ooo 21.000 
=I 21.000 41.000 






*********GET PART OF MATRIX********* 
Option 1: Get a box (specify the upper left and 
lower right elements). 
Option 2: Select specific rows and columns. 
Enter the option>2 
Name of original matrix>A 
Name for new matrix>NEWA 
Making the sub_matrix from rows or columns R/C ?>r 
Enter the rows for the new matrix >1,3,5 
Enter the columns for the new matrix >1,2,3,4,5,6 
SUB>P 
Name of matrix to print >NEWA 
I 5.ooo 10.000 9.ooo 
NEWA=I 9.000 18.000 18.000 












The user may change or correct a single element of 
any matrix by using this command. Execution is begun by 
pressing the "F" key at the SUB> prompt. The name of the 
matrix to be fixed is then entered along with the row and 
column number of the element to be fixed. The current 
value is then displayed and may be changed if desired. If 
no new element is entered, then no change will take 
place. 
SUB>P 




to print >A 
l. 000 2. 000 
3.000 4.000 
Name of matrix to fix>A 
Enter the row and column number of the element? >l 2 
Change element A[ 1, 2] 
which is currently= 2.ooooooooooE+00 to>l00 
SUB>P 
Name of matrix 
I 
A =I 






This software includes routines useful for linear 
modeling, therefore some routines such as finding 
generalized inverses of a matrix or eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors are omitted. However, due to the modular 
nature of this program, adding new procedures or 
modifying old procedures is not a problem. 
The following discussion assumes the user is 
familiar with Turbo Pascal version 3.0. First of all if a 
new subroutine is large, it is suggested that it be 
placed in a separate file to be used as an Include file. 
If the number of local variables which are used in this 
new subroutine is large, then consideration should be 
given to make it an overlay file. If an overlay is 
appropriate, then type the word "overlay" at the 
beginning of the file before the word "procedure". 
If this procedure is called from the main menu, then 
another option should be added to the case statement in 
the choose subroutine procedure. For example, if the 
procedure name is NEW then insert the line 'T':NEW; as 
part of the case statement. If the file NEW PROC.PAS is 
an include file, then add {$I NEW PROC.PAS} following the 
VAR section of the choose_subroutine procedure and name 
the file which contains this procedure "NEW_PROC.PAS". 
Appendix D contains the source code for a sample 
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procedure NEW which creates a Matrix NEW from an input 
matrix A such that, 
NEW= I A 
I A- 1 
The program starts by asking the name of the 
original matrix. If this matrix exists, it's information 
such as the number of rows, number of columns and 
location of its first element in the storage area can be 
pulled out from the directory by calling the procedure 
find_matrix_from_directory. 
Next the name of the new matrix has to be input. 
Appendix E shows the input to this new procedure and the 
resulting output. The first procedure called is INV which 
makes the inverse of the NEW matrix and stores it on the 
temporary stack. The Horiz_can procedure is called twice 
for making the top and bottom part of the NEW matrix by 
horizontally augmenting A, A- 1 and A- 1 , A respectively. 
Finally the vert_can procedure vertically augments these 
two parts and saves the result on the temporary stack. At 
the end of this procedure, the NEW matrix has to be added 
to the storage area by calling the insert_to_directory 
procedure. 
Since the INV procedure is an include file, · the new 
procedure cannot be an include file also. Nested include 
files are prohibited in Turbo Pascal, therefore it is 
recommended that the NEW procedure be an extension of the 
main program. 
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If problems with total required disk storage are 
. 
encountered when adding this or any other procedure, it 
is suggested that the program be compiled on a computer 
with a hard disk system. The COM and overlay files may 
then be copied to a floppy diskette. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Comparison with other 
statistical Packages 
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The SHAMAT program can be executed on any IBM PC 
compatible machine with at least 256 K of memory. Copies 
of the most recent version may be obtained by sending a 
double sided, double density 5.25 inch diskette to the 
author along with a handling fee of $20.00. The program 
may also obtained from the PC-SIG Library (1986). The 
author reserves the right to make future modifications 
and assumes no liability or responsibility for any 
problems arising from program use. Although every effort 
has been made to make the program accurate and useful, 
errors often appear. The author would appreciate hearing 
of any problems or suggestions. 
The program has about 25 pages of users guide which 
explains each routine in the program with an example of 
each. The ease of use, the cost and the ease of 
maintainence and modification of the SHAMAT program 
compares favorably with commercial packages such as 
MINITAB (Ryan, Joiner and Ryan 1982) or SAS's (1979) PROC 
MATRIX for mainframe computers. 
Matrix packages for mainframe computers are not 
usually available everywhere, but micros are almost 
everywhere and are becoming more accessable. The cost of 
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procuring and using mainframe packages is usually high 
and they are usually impossible to modify. 
Even though the packages on mainframes are fast, the 
accuracy of some is questionable. For example using 
MINITAB for finding regression coefficients with 
MINITAB's matrix operators is an invitation to disaster. 
On the inversion of a matrix MINITAB often cannot find 
the right result and therefore cannot be trusted. 
Two examples were run to compare the SHAMAT program 
with MINI TAB and SAS Is PROC matrix. One file containing 
the Wampler (1970) data set was prepared to be used in 
finding a set of regression coefficients where 
Yi= 1 + i +i 2 +i 3 +i 4 + i 5 for i=o,1, •• ,20 
Each regression coefficient should be 1 and the error sum 
of squares should be zero. 
As seen in table 3 and appendix F, SAS does the best 
job for the Wampler data. SHAMAT does a good job with the 
coefficients for the Wampler data but not too good for 
the MSE. MINITAB does very poorly for both the 
coefficients and MSE. 




was inverted and reinverted 20 times. 
The batch files listed in appendix F for MINITAB, 
PROC MATRIX and SHAMAT invert and reinvert this matrix 20 
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almost all l's 
not even close 








1 7 • 5 6 0 2 E-12 - 2 • 3 6 4 7 E-11 3 • 0 0 13 E-11 - 1. 3 6 4 2 E- ll 
-3 .1619E-13 1 -2.5466E-ll 4.0018E-ll -2.0009E-ll 
-l.4921E-13 2.0464E-12 1 l.6371E-ll -9.0949E-12 
-6.3949E-14 9.6634E-13 -5.4570E-12 1 -2. 7285E-12 
-3.1974E-14 4.5475E-13 -2.7285E-12 l.8190E-12 1 
Identity matrix using MINITAB 
1.000005 0.000205 o. 001180 0.000342 -0.000240 
-0.000005 1.000253 -0.000017 0.001073 -0.001161 
0.000001 0 . 000104 1.000324 0.000278 -0.000737 
0.000019 -0.000252 0.001721 0.998021 0.000447 
0.000001 0.000053 0.000293 0.000108 0.999489 
Identity matrix using SHAMAT 
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 -0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.999999 o. 000000 -0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 -0.000000 1.000000 -0.000000 -0.000000 
0.000000 o. 000000 -0.000000 0.999999 0.000000 
0.000000 0 . 000000 0.000000 -0.000000 1.000000 
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times and then multiply the last two matrices together. 
The resulting product should be an identity matrix. The 
actual results are listed in table 3. SAS and SHAMAT 
both do a resaonable job, since lE-10 is essentially 
zero. However, MINITAB is not very close. 
Summary and Conclusion 
Although the SHAMAT program provides many useful and 
flexible matrix operations, it is still not complete. The 
following nonexhaustive list contains some known 
deficiencies which may be added to future releases: 
1. The QR decomposition is a useful procedure which may 
be used to find the generalized inverse of the any matrix 
without regard to whether the matrix is singular or not. 
2. The Kronecker product which works with partitioned 
matrices. 
3. The determinant of a matrix. 
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APPENDICES 




ARJ: a record which contains one array with 4096 real 
values for storing the data. 
ARRAY SIZE: size of arrays in memory which is currently 
set to 4096 
B: Integer value 99 which is the number of the cells in 
the hash table. 
DICTIONARY: array of o •• 99 of link list. 
ELEMENT: real variable which is used for temporary 
storage and retrieval of the matrices. 
EXTRA: amount of extra memory which is given to the stack 
segment, set to 1400 paragraphs. 
GGG: string of 15 characters which is used as a temporary 
name variable. 
LOMEM: set to -32767, and the location of the first 
available cell in the memory. 
LOWER: equals to -7 and is the lowest address in the 
closed hash table. 
PTJ: closed hash table variable, array of -7 to 8 of 
arrays of 4096 real numbers. 
REAL_SIZE: the number of bytes each real values takes. 
Set to 6 for Turbo Pascal. This value changes to 8 for 
Turbo-87. Other modification may be necessary for using 
other versions of Turbo Pascal. 
STACK: a record which contains the array of operators. 
STRI: string of 123 which is used to read the command 
lines. 
TT: a record which contains an operator as a character 
and its precedence as an integer value. 
UPPER: the subscript for the top most part of the closed 
hash table. 
Appendix B. List 





Purpose: Checks whether the operator stack is empty 
or not. 
Usage: EMPTY(s) 
Input: s:stack variable. 
output: The function empty returns a value of true or 
false depending on the condition of the stack. 
Name: GE 
Purpose: Find and transfer the elements from storage. 
Usage: GE(loc); 
Input: loo: integer address of the element in storage. 
output: The content of the function which is the value 
of the element. 
Name.: H 
Purpose: Find the ASCII code of any name. 
Usage: H(name) 
Input: name: string of 15 used as a name variable. 
Output: The content of the function which is the integer 
value (sum of ASCII codes of all characters in the name). 
Name: MEMBER 
Purpose: Checks whether the matrix already exists or 
not. 
Usage: Member(x,a) 
Input: x: name, string of 15 
a: directory variable used to locate the matrix 
in the directory. 
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Var 
A: array of o to 99 of link list for directory 
information. 
AVAIL: integer value which keeps track of the first 
available cell in memory. 
AVR: converts the integers in the range [-32767,32767] to 
[1,65535]. 
BIG: array of -7 to 8 of array of 4096 cells. 
COLSIZE: array of 1 to 15 for columns of the matrices at 
the time of parsing. 
COUNT: integer number for subscript of the line to be 
parsed. 
D: integer number for the number of decimal points at the 
time of printing. 
DEFSIZE: the value of the maximum possible element in the 
storage area. 
DFLAG: Boolean variable set to false if the directory is 
empty, else true. 
E: The number of elements that can be contained in the 
storage area. 
El: the number of elements in the storage area after 20% 
reduction. 
FLAG: Boolean variable, set to false to stop parsing. 
FLAGDONE: Boolean variable set to true when the operator 
stack is empty at the time of parsing. 
FLAGNEG: Boolean variable set to true when an element is 
negative. 
FLGF: file variable for the log file. 
HIMEM: the address of the topmost byte in memory. 
KK: position of "\" on the command line. 
KN: integer subscript for the element stack. 
KS: position of RETURN or character 134 on the command 
line. 
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LENLINE: length of the input line. 
LEVEL: integer value, increased by a value of 20 when a 
left parenthesis is parsed and decreased by 20 when a 
right parenthesis is parsed. 
LGF: Boolean variable set to true when the logfile is 
open. 
LINE: string of characters input at the read prompt. 
MAT: integer value which keeps track of the number of 
matrices in the stack. 
MAXI: same as El. 
MORE: character which contains the response to the MAIN> 
prompt. 
MORE s: character which contains the response to the SUB> 
prompt. 
NAMEMAT: matrix name. 
OUTl: file varable for saving matrices to a file. 
OUTPUT: equal to "P" if printer is on, else " "· 
PREC: integer value which assigns the precedence of the 
operators. 
RESP: character which contains "Y" or "N" for yes or no 
response respectively. 
RFLAG: Boolean variable set to true when retrieving. 
ROWSIZE: array of 1 to 15 for rows of the matrices at the 
time of parsing. 
S: stack variable. 
STRE: string of characters passed to out procedure for 
being output to the log file. 
TFLAG: Boolean variable set to true when activating the 
symmetric or triangular matrix routines. 
W: the width of the field for printing or displaying an 
element at the time of displaying on the screen or 
printer. 
WFLAG: Boolean variable set to "T" when menu or sub menu 
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is on, else is "F". 
XFLAG: Boolean variable set to true when a batch file is 
being executed. 
XX: file variable for batch file. 
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output: True or false 
Name: TOP 
Purpose: Finds the address of the top of the element 
stack. 
Usage: top(s,x) 
Input: s: stack variable 
x: single character(the top operator at the top of 
the stack). 
Output: The address of the top part of the stack. 
PROCEDURES 
Name: ADDSUB 
Purpose: Adds or subtracts two matrices. 
Usage: ADDSUB(rowl,coll,row2,col2,code,addrl,addr2,addr3) 
Input: rowl: # of rows in 1st matrix 
coll: # of columns in 1st matrix. 
row2: # of rows in 2nd matrix 
col2: # of columns in 2nd matrix. 
code: +l if addition and -1 if subtraction. 
addrl: the address of the first matrix in storage. 
addr2: the address of the second matrix in 
storage. 
Output: addr3: integer value, the address of the result 
matrix. 
Name: CHOL 
Purpose: Performs the Cholesky decomposition for 
symmetric non-negative matrices. 
Usage: chol 
Note: This procedure reads the original matrix name, 
performs the decomposition and saves the result in storage. 
Name: CHOOSE SUBROUTINE 
Purpose: Chooses what procedure is to be called as 
reguestd by the user. 
Usgae: choose subroutine 
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Note: the more (global) variable is used in this 
procedure and passed to case statements to decide what 
procedure has to be called. 
Name: DECI 
Purpose:Decides what operation is to be done at the 
time a command line is parsed. 
Usage: deci(tok); 
Input: tok: a single character which contains the content 
of the operator. 
Calls: mult,inv,addsub,trans,vert_can,horiz_can 
Name: DECIDE WHAT MATRIX 
Purpose: Decides whether the inputted matrix already 
exists (the name starts with a letter) or is the new one 
(the content starts with the digit). 
Usage: decide_what_matrix 
Name: DEFUZZ 
Purpose: Compares each element in a matrix with an 
epsilon. If the absolute value of the element is less 
than or equal to the user defined value, then that 
element will be changed to zero. 
Usage: defuzz 
Name: DELETE 
Purpose: Deletes one or more matrix from the directory of 
matrices . 
Usage: delete_h(a) 
Input: A: directory variable 
Output A: directory variable (modified) 
Name: DIRECTORY 
Purpose: Works just like a telephone directory and keeps 
track of the matrices with their information. 
Usgae: directory 
Name: ELEMEN 
Purpose: Performs elementary row operations. 
Usage: elemen 
Name: EMPTY THE STACK 
Purpose: Empties the operator stack. 
Usgae: empty_the_stack(row,col) 
Input: row: # of rows of the matrix in the stack. 
col: # of column of the matrix in the stack. 
Name: ERROR 
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Purpose: Sends an error message to the screen at the time 
an error is made while typing the commands. 
Usage: error(N) 
Input: N: the error number. 
output: error message displays on screen or file.(see 
appendix C for list of error messages). 
Name: EXEC 
Purpose: Executes the the batch file. 
Usage: exec 
Name: FIND BLANK 
Purpose: Finds the blanks in a name and deletes them. 
Usage: find_blank (name) 
Input: name: string of 15 characters. 
Output: same name (modified). 
name: FIND ELEMENT 
Purpose:Finds the number of elements in a row and 
trasfers them to the storage area. 
Usage: find element(first) 
Input: first: integer value which is the location of the 
first digit of the element from left side. 
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Name: FIND GARBAGE 
Purpose: Finds the characters which are not allowed to be 
in a command line and deletes them. 
Usage: find_garbage 
Name: FIND MATRIX 
Purpose: it finds a matrix whose name starts with a 
letter or its content is digits in the command 1 ine and 
then calls either the matrix is alpha or matrix is digit. 
- - - -
Usage: find_matrix 
Name: FIND MATRIX FROM DIRECTORY 
Purpose: Finds and sends the information about a matrix 
to where it is requested. 
Usgae: find_matrix_from_directory(name,r,c,addr,a) 
Input: name: name of matrix, string of 15 
a: dictionary variable 
output: r: # of rows in matrix 
c: # of columns in matrix 
addr: the address of matrix in the storage. 
Name: FIND NAME 
Purpose: Finds the name of the matrix in the command line 
to which the result of the equation is to be assigned. 
Usgae: Find_name 
Name: FIND ROW 
Purpose: Finds the number of rows in a matrix at the time 
of parsing. 
Usgae: find row(col) 
Onput: # of columns in the row. 
Name: FIX 
Purpose: Changes the value of an element in the matrix. 
Usgae: Fix 
Name: FORMAT 0 
Purpose: Changes the format of the output. 
Usage: format_o 
Name: GET LINE 
Purpose: Reads lines of command. 
Usage: get_line 
Name: GET PART OF MATRIX 




Purpose: This procedure reads and displays the users 
guide and is available to the user by typing Hat both 
menus. 
Usgae: help 
Name: HORIZ CAN 
Purpose: Augments two matrices horizontally. 
Usgae: horiz_can(rl,cl,r2,addrl,addr2,c2,addr2) 
Input: rl: # of rows in first matrix 
cl: # of columns in first matrix 
r2: # of rows in second matrix 
addrl: the address of the first matrix 
addr2: the address of the second matrix 
Output: c2: the number of the columns of the result matr:ix 
addr3: the address of the result matrix 
Name: INIT 
Purpose: Sets up the storage area and displays the 
amount of storage on the screen. 
Usage: init 
Name: INITIAL 
Purpose: Displays a greeting message and also prints 
information about the author. 
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Usage: initial 
Name: INSERT TO DIRECTORY 
Purpose: Inserts the name of the matrix and associated 
information to the directory. 
Usage: insert_to_directory(namemat,r,c,addr,a) 






# of rows in matrix 
# of columns in matrix 
the address of the matrix in storage 
directory variavle 
Name: INSERT TO POOL 
Purpose! Inserts the elements of a matrix to the storage 
area. 
Usage: insert_to_pool(rs,cs,addr) 
Input: rs : # of rows 
cs : # of columns 
Output: addr: the address of the matrix 
Name: INV 
Purpose: Performs the inversion of a nonsingular 
matrix using the sweep method. 
Usage: Inv(row2,col2,addr2) 
Input: row2 : # of rows of the matrix to be inverted. 
col2 : # of columns of the matrix to be inverted. 
addr2: the address of the matrix to be inverted. 
Name: LOG FILE 
Purpose: Opens the log file and outputs the summary of 
the session to that file. 
Usgae: log_file 
Name: MAKENULL 
Purpose: Activated at the beginning of the program to set 
the element stack to the lowest level or makes it empty. 
Usage: makenull(s) 
Input: s: stack variable 
Output: s: stack variable 
Name: MAKENULL HASH 
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Purpose: sets the directory to the lowest level or makes 
it empty. 
Usage: makenull_hash(a) 
Input: a: directory variable 
Output: a: directory variable 
Name: MAKE CONST 
Purpose: Makes a constant matrix. 
Usgae: make canst 
Name: MAKE IDENTITY 
Purpose: Makes an identity matrix. 
Usage: make identity 
Name: MATRIX IS ALPHA 
Purpose: At the time of parsing an equation when a matrix 
name rather than matrix elements is encountered, it finds 
the elements of that matrix from the storage area and 
transfers them to the element stack. 
Usgae: matrix_is_alpha 
Name: MATRIX IS DIGIT 
Purpose: Reads elements of a matrix as characters and 
changes them to real values at the time of parsing. 
Usage: matrix_is _digit 
Name: MATRIX TO VECTOR 









Purpose: Displays the instructions for saving the 
matrices and rebqoting the system when more than 95% of 
the storage area is filled. 
Usage: message 
Name: MULT 
Purpose: Performs matrix multiplication. 
Usage: mult(rowl,coll,row2,col2,addrl,addr2,addr3) 
Input: rowl: # of rows in left matrix. 
Output: 
coll: # of columns in left matrix. 
row2: # of rows in right matrix. 
col2: # of columns in right matrix. 
addrl: the address of the left matrix. 
addr2: the address of the right matrix. 
adrr3: the address of the result matrix. 
Name: OUT 
Purpose: Writes to log file. 
Usage: out(device,stre,stri) 
Input: device: has the type of text (file variable). 
stre: the string which is to be output. 
stri: code for deciding to use write or writeln. 
Name: PE 
Purpose: Inserts the elements to the storage area. 
Usage: pe(loc,value) 
Input: loc: the address in which an element is to be 
stored. 
value: the element as a real variable. 
Name: POP 
Purpose: Takes out the top operator from the operator 
stack. 
Usgae: pop(s) 
Input: s: stack variable 
Output: s: stack variable 
Name: PRINT 
Purpose: Asks for the name of the matrix to be printed. 
Usage: print(a) 
Input: a: directory variable 
Name: PRINT MATRIX 
Purpose: Displays the matrix to the screen or printer. 
Usage: print_matrix(x,r,c,address) 
Input: x: name of the matrix up to 15 characters. 
r: # of rows in x matrix. 
c: # of columns in x matrix. 
address: the address of x matrix. 
Name: PUSH 
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Purpose: Pushes operators onto the operator stack 
according to their precedence. 
Usage: push(s,x,prec) 
Input: s: stack variable. 
x: the matrix name, 15 characters long. 
prec: the integer value which indicates the 
precedence of the operator. 
Name: RANRAN 
Purpose: Displays a randomly selected statement to the 
screen at the beginning of the program. 
Usgae: ranran 
Name: READC 
Purpose: Reads a character string. 
Usage: readc(name) 
Input,output: name: string of 15 characters long. 
Name: READI 
Purpose: Reads integer values. 
Usage: readi(result) 
Input,output: result: integer value. 
Name: READMAT 
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Purpose: Reads the command line and calls the proper 
routine for parsing. 
Usage: readmat 
Name: RETR WORKSHEET 
Purpose: Retrieves the worksheet. 
Usage: retr_worksheet 
Name: SAVE WORKSHEET 
Purpose: Saves the worksheet. 
Usage: save_worksheet 
Name: SUB DEMO 
Purpose: Sets the sub menu at the top portion of the 
screen. 
Usage: sub_demo 
Name: SUB MENU 
Purpose: Displays the sub menu. 
Usgae: sub_menu 
Name: SWEEP 
Purpose: Performs the sweep operator routine. 
Usage: sweep 
Name: SYM 
Purpose: Reads a symmetric matrix. 
Usage: sym 
Name: TRANSPOSE 
Purpose: Finds the transpose of a matrix. 
Usage: transpose(rowl,coll,addrl,addr3) 
Input: rowl: # of rows in matrix. 
coll: # of columns in matrix. 
addrl: the address of matrix to be transposed. 
Output: addr3: the addrss of transposed matrix. 
Name: TRI 
Purpose: Reads a triangular matrix. 
Usage: tri 
Name: VECTOR TO MATRIX 
Purpose: Makes a diagonal matrix from a vector. 
Usage: vector_to_matrix 
Name: VERT CAN 
Purpose: Augments two matrices vertically. 
Usage: vert_can(rl,addr3,cl,r2,c2,addrl,addr2) 
Input: cl: # of columns in first matrix. 
r2: # of rows in second matrix. 
c2: # of columns in second matrix. 
addrl: the address of first matrix. 
addr2: the address of second matrix. 
Output: rl: # of rows in the resulrt matrix. 
addr3: the address of result matrix. 
Name: WHAT OPERATION 
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Purpose: it decides what operation is to be done and 
calls the routine at the time of parsing. 
Usage: what operation 
Appendix c. List of 
Errors Detected by 
the SHAMAT Program 
1: Error First Row has no columns 
2: Error Unequal columns 
3: Error Double Decimal Point 
4: Error Using Character 
5: Error Unequal size Matrices 
6: Error Matrix already exists 
7: Error Matrix does not Exist 
8: Error "=" sign is missing 
9: Error 1 or both matrices are not valid 
10: Error No matrix found 
11: Error Operator missing 
12: Error Matrix is missing 
13: Error Name of Matrix is missing 
14: Error First one is not Vector 
15: Error Wrong Dimension 
16: Error Unequal Rows 
17: Error Unequal Columns 
18: Error Unbalanced parenthesis 
19: Error Name has to start with letter 
20: Error Subscript out of range 
21: Error Matrix is singular 
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Appendix D. Modification 
Listing Program 
overlay procedure new; 
var 
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{ x and name are two variables of type string which are 
used as names of the original matrix and the result 
matrix} 
x,name:ggg; 
{ Blank is a single character with the content of 'N'. 
This character will be passed to horiz_can procedure 
to avoid shifting the data in the stack. Horiz_can 
does the shifting at the time of parsing.} 
blank: char; · 
{ av= integer value for the address of the first 
element of the result matrix in the storage area. 
xr= # of rows in the original matrix 
xc= # of columns in the original matrix 
nxc= Temporary integer value for storing the# of 
columns 
i= integer variable used as a counter. 
kount= Temporary integer variable for addressing 
addrx= address of the original matrix 
naddr= address of the copy of the original matrix 
in the stack which will be changed to inverse. 
newaddrl= address of the matrix which is the top 
part of the result matrix. 
newaddr2= address of the matrix which is the bottom 
part of the result matrix. 
raddr= address of the result matrix.} 
av,xr,xc,nxc,i,kount,addrx,naddr,newaddrl,newaddr2, 
raddr:integer; 
{ sum: real number used to have the value of the 
element } 
sum:real; 
{ This command is used to call inv.pas procedure which 
is an include file} 
{$I inv.pas} 
begin 
{ Set up the address of the first element of the matrix 
in the storage area.} 
av:=avail; 
{Prompt for original matrix name} 
write(' Matrix name?>'); 
{Reading the matrix name} 
readc(x); 
{Test whether the matrix exists or not} 
if(member(x,a))then 
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{Pull the information about the matrix from the directory 
area, such as xr= number of row, xc= number of column 
addrx= address of first element of matrix in storage 
area, a= directory variable} 
find_matrix_from_directory(x,xr,xc,addrx,a) 
else 
{ if the matrix does not exist, then print an error 
message.} 
error(7); 
{If no error so far then} 
if flag then 
begin 
{Initialize the first cell of the stack} 
Kount:=kn; 
{Prompt for reading the result matrix name} 
WRITE{' Result goes to matrix?>'); 
{Reading the result matrix name} 
readc (name) ; 
{Loop for moving the elements of the matrix to the stack 
area.} 
for i:=l to xr•xc do 
begin 
{Find the elements and store it in the stack area.} 
pe(kn,ge(addrx)); 
{Save another copy of the matrix in the stack area for 
inversion.} 
pe(kn+xr•xc,ge(addrx)); 
{Increment stack counter} 
kn:=kn+l; 
{Increment storage counter} 
addrx:=addrx+l; 
end; 
{ Set the address of the matrix in the stack} 
addrx:=kount; 
{ Set the address for the copy of the matrix (changes 
to inverse)} 
naddr:=kount+xr•xc; 
{Set the stack counter} 
kn:=kn+xr•xc; 
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{Find the inverse of the original matrix and save it on 
the stack, xr =#of rows, xc= # of columns and naddr= 
address of the copy in the stack, the inverse will be 
placed in the same area as the copy of the matrix.} 
inv(xr,xc,naddr); 
{ save the column number of the matrix. After 
augmentation the result matrix has different number of 
columns } 
nxc:=xc; 
{ Set a code to 'N', by setting up this code and passing 
it to horiz can procedure, the data will not be treated 
the same way as a call from the parse routine.} 
blank:='N'; 
{ Call horiz_can procedure for augmenting the two 
matrices horizontally, this procedure makes a new matrix 
which is the result of augmentation} 
horiz_can(xr,xc,xr,addrx,naddr,xc,newaddrl,blank); 
horiz_can(xr,nxc,xr,naddr,addrx,nxc,newaddr2,blank); 
{ Augment the two matrices vertically} 
vert can(xr,raddr,xc,xr,nxc,newaddrl,newaddr2); 
{Move the result matrix from the stack to the storage 
area.} 
for i:=l to xr•xc do 
begin 
{Find the element from the stack} 
sum:=ge(raddr+i-1); 
{Store the element in the storage area.} 
pe(av+i-1,sum); 
end; 
{Find the fist availabe cell in storage for future 
use} 
avail:=av+xr•xc; 
if flag then 
{Insert the name,# of rows and# of columns and the 
address of the first element into the directory.} 
insert_to_directory(name,xr,nxc,av,a); 






Appendix E. Input and 
Output for the Modification 
Example 
MAIN>P 








name ? >A 
2.000 
4.000 
Result goes to matrix? 
MAIN>P 
Name of matrix to print 
I 1.000 2.000 
I 3.000 4.000 
NEW =I -2.000 1.000 








Appendix F. Command 
Files 
MINITAB BATCH FILE: TEST.MTB 
BATCH 
OUTFILE 'TEST.MOT' 
# Wampler data 
set cl 




# Intercept column 
# x 6 =1 for i=l ••.. 20 
# X1=i i=0,1 .•••• 20 
END 
let c3=c2*c2 # x2= x1; let c4=c2*c3 # X3= X14 let c5=c2*c4 # X4= X15 let c6=c2*c5 # x5= x1 let c7=cl+c2+c3+c4+c5+c6 # Y= x1+x2+x3+x4+x5+x6 print cl-c7 # print the X and Y matrix 
copy cl-c6 ml # Make X matrix 
copy c7 m2 # Make Y matrix 
tran ml m3 # X' 
mult m3 ml m4 # X'X 
invert m4 ms # (X'X)- 1 
mult m3 m2 m6 # X'Y 
mult ms m6 m7 # b=(X'X)- 1*X'Y 
print m7 # Print b 
trans m2 ms # Y' 
mult ms m2 m9 # Y'Y 
trans m7 ml0 # b' 
mult mlo m6 mll # b'X'Y 
subt mll m9 ml2 # SSE=Y'Y-b'X'Y 
copy ml2 c99 
copy c99 K2 
let Kl=l5 
divi K2 Kl K3 
erase cl-c99 
erase ml-m99 
# Hilbert Matrix 
read cl-c5 
1.0 0.500 0.333 






# degrees of freedom for error 
# MSE 
# reading the data 
0.25 0.2 
0.20 0.16 
# convert to Hilbert matrix 
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let c5=1/c5 
copy cl-c5 ml 
invert ml m2 
inve m2 ml 
inve ml m2 
inve m2 ml 
inve ml m2 
inve m2 ml 
inve ml m2 
inve m2 ml 
inve ml m2 
inve m2 ml 
inve ml m2 
inve m2 ml 
inve ml m2 
inve m2 ml 
inve ml m2 
inve m2 ml 
inve ml m2 
inve m2 ml 
inve ml m2 
inve m2 ml 
inve ml m2 
print ml 
mult ml m2 m3 
MINITAB OUTPUT FILE: 
# copy the data to a matrix 
# find the inverse 
# print original matrix 
# make identity matrix 
TEST.MOT 
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MTB > # Wampler data 
MTB > 
MTB > set cl # Intercept column 
MTB > set c2 # Xl=i i=0,1 •...• 20 
MTB > let c3=c2*c2 # X2= Xl2 
MTB > let c4=c2*c3 # X3= Xl3 
MTB > let c5=c2*c4 # X4= Xl4 
MTB > let c6=c2*c5 # XS= Xl5 
MTB > let c7=cl+c2+c3+c4+c5+c6 # Y= Xl+X2+X3+X4+X5+X6 
MTB > print cl-c7 # print the X and Y matrix 
ROW Cl C2 CJ C4 cs C6 C7 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
3 1 2 4 8 16 32 63 
4 1 3 9 27 81 243 364 
5 1 4 16 64 256 1024 1365 
MTB > copy cl-c6 ml # Make X matrix 
MTB > copy c7 m2 
MTB > tran ml m3 
MTB > mult m3 ml m4 
MTB > invert m4 m5 
MTB > mult m3 m2 m6 
MTB > mult m5 m6 m7 








MTB > trans m2 ms 
MTB > mult ms m2 m9 
ANSWER =2.699017427E+l3 
MTB > trans m7 mlO 
MTB > mult mlO m6 mll 
ANSWER =2.756457372E+l3 
MTB > subt mll m9 m12 
ANSWER =-5.74399447E+ll 
MTB > copy m12 c99 
MTB > copy c99 K2 
MTB > let K1=15 
MTB > divi K2 Kl K3 













# degrees of freedom for error 
# MSE 
ANSWER =-3.82932951E+10 
> print K3 MTB 
K3 
MTB > 
# print MSE 
-38293295104 
MTB > erase cl-c99 
MTB > erase ml-m99 
MTB >#Hilbert Matrix 
MTB > read cl-c5 
5 ROWS READ 
MTB > end 
MTB > let cl=l/cl 
MTB > let c2=1/c2 
MTB > let c3=1/c3 
MTB > let c4=1/c4 
MTB > let c5=1/c5 
MTB > copy cl-c5 ml 

















# reading the data 
# convert to Hilbert matrix 
# copy the data to a matrix 











MTB > invert ml m2 







MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB > inve 
MTB, > inve 

























MTB > inve ml m2 
























MTB > mult ml m2 m3 






# find the inverse 











































# make identity matrix 






























* DO WAMPER EXAMPLE ON PROC MATRIX IN SAS 
XY= 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 l l l 
















*NOW DO HILBER MATRIX 
H=J(5,5,0); 
DO II= 1 TO 5; 
DO JJ= 1 TO 5; 
H(II,JJ)=l.0#/(JJ+II-1); 
END; OF JJ LOOP 
END; OF II LOOP 
PRINT H 
HINV=INV (H) ; 
PRINT HINV 
*NOW DO THE INVERSION 
DO Ill TO 20 
HINV=INV (H) ; 
H=INV(HINV); 
END; * OF II LOOP 





SAS PROC MATRIX OUTPUT FILE: TEST.SOT 
BHAT COLl 
ROWl 1.00002 






H COLl COL2 COL3 COL4 COLS 
ROWl 1 0.5 0.333333 0.25 0.2 
ROW2 0.5 0.333333 0.25 0.2 0.166667 
ROW3 0.333333 0.25 0.2 0.166667 0.142857 
ROW4 0 . 25 0.2 0.166667 0.142857 0.125 
ROWS 0.2 0.166667 0.142857 0.125 0.111111 
HINV COLl COL2 COL3 COL4 COL5 
ROWl 25 -300 1050 -1400 630 
ROW2 -300 4800 -18900 26800 -12600 
ROW3 1050 -18900 79380 -117600 179200 
ROW4 -1400 26880 -117600 179200 -88200 
ROWS 630 -12600 56700 -88200 44100 
H COLl COL2 COL3 COL4 COLS 
ROWl 1 0.5 0.333333 0.25 0.2 
ROW2 0.5 0.333333 0.25 0.2 0.166667 
ROW3 0.333333 0.25 0.2 0.166667 0.142857 
ROW4 0.25 0.2 0.166667 0.142857 0.125 
ROWS 0 . 2 0.166667 0.142857 0.125 0.111111 
HINV COLl COL2 COL3 COL4 COLS 
ROWl 25 -300 1050 -1400 630 
ROW2 -300 4800 -18900 26800 -12600 
ROW3 1050 -18900 79380 -117600 179200 
ROW4 -1400 26880 -117600 179200 -88200 
ROWS 630 -12600 56700 -88200 44100 
HHINV COLl COL2 COL3 COL4 COLS 
1 7 • 5 6 0 2 E-12 - 2. 3 6 4 7 E-11 3 • 0013 E-11 - 1. 3 6 4 2 E-11 
-3.1619E-13 1 -2.5466E-ll 4.0018E-ll -2.0009E-ll 
-l.4921E-13 2.0464E-12 l 1.6371E-ll -9.0949E-12 
-6.3949E-14 9.6634E-13 -5.4570E-12 1 -2.7285E-12 
-3.1974E-14 4.5475E-13 -2.7285E-12 l.8190E-12 1 






























































SHAMAT OUTPUT FILE: TEST.SHO 
MAIN>i 
Save worksheet or Retrieve worksheet S/R >r 
Read in ASCII data file (A) or 
Retrieve worksheet Previously saved? (W) >w 
Enter the name of input file [Ex. A:DATA.DATJ>>>wamp.dat 
Matrix <<<x>>> has been successfully read. 
Matrix <<<y>>> has been successfully read. 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPU >b=(x'*x)"*x'*Y\ 
MAIN>p 
Name of matrix to print >b 
I o.994152 I 
I 1.001582 I 
I o.996381 I 
b =I 1.000287 I 
I o.999971 I 
I 1.000000 I 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >n=15\ 
n =I 15.oooooo 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >mse=(y'*y-b'*x'*Y)*n"\ 
mse =11648166.400000 I 
MAIN>p 
Name of matrix to print >mse 
mse =11648166.400000 I 
MAIN>i 
Save worksheet or Retrieve worksheet S/R >r 
Read in ASCII data file (A) or 
Retrieve worksheet Previously saved? (W) >w 
Enter the name of input file [Ex. A:DATA.DATJ>>>nhil.dat 
Matrix <<<xl>>> has been successfully read. 
MAIN>r 




Name of matrix 
I 1.000000 
I o.500000 
















Name of matrix to 
I 25 -300 
I -300 4800 
x2=1 1050 -18900 
1-1400 26880 

















Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >x3=x2"\ 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >x4=x3"\ 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >x5=x4"\ 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >x6=x5"\ 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >X7=x6"\ 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >x8=x7"\ 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >x9=x8"\ 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >xl0=x9"\ 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >xll=xlO"\ 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >Xl2=xll 11\ 
MAIN>r 
Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >Xl3=xl2"\ 
MAIN>r 




Enter the name of 
INPUT >xl5=xl4"\ 
MAIN>r 
matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
Enter the name of 
INPUT >xl6=xl5"\ 
MAIN>r 
matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
Enter the name of 
INPUT >xl7=xl6"\ 
MAIN>r 
matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
Enter the name of 
INPUT >xl8=xl7"\ 
MAIN>r 
matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
Enter the name of 
INPUT >Xl9=xl8 11\ 
MAIN>r 
matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
Enter the name of 
INPUT >X20=xl9 11\ 
MAIN>p 
matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 













Name of matrix to print >x20 
I 25.oo -300.00 1050.00 
I -300.00 4000.00 -10900.00 
X20=1 1050.00 -18900.00 79380.00 
1-1400.00 26880.00 -117600.01 






















Enter the name of matrix, "=" sign and the equation. 
INPUT >i=xl9*x20\ 
MAIN>p 
Name of matrix to print 
I 1.000000 -0.000000 
I 0.000000 1.000000 
i=I 0.000000 -0.000000 
I 0.000000 0.000000 


















Appendix G. List 
of the Source Code 
C1JERIAY ffiOCID.lRE ADD SUB 











for i:-1 to rc:Ml*coll do 
begin 
sun:-ge(addrl+i-l)+code*ge(addr2+i-1); 
pe (lr.o.mt, sun) ; 
kount:-ko.mt+l; 
en.::l· 










C1JERIAY ffiOCID.lRE Ol)J.iSKY; 
var 
x, nanenat: ggg; 
xr,xc,i,j,addrx,k,addr3:integer; 
ssun, tsun, psun, sun : real; 
begin 
write(' Enter naire of matrix to deca!pose ?>' ) ; 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'Enter nane of matrix to deccnpose ?>' , '1' ) ; 
readc(x); 
if(meuber(x,a))then 
find_ matrix_ fran_ directory(x, xr, xc, addrx, a) 
else 
error(7); 
write(' Enter nane of matrix for storing Ch>lesky deccnposition ?>') ; 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'Enter nane of matrix for storing Ch>lesky deccnposition ?>', 'l'); 
readc(naaenat); 
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if(rot(nanenat[l] in alph))then 
error(19); 
if(length(rmemt)<>O) an:l flag then 
begin 
addr3:-avail; 
for i:-2 to xr do 
for j :-1 to i-1 do 
pe((i-l)'*xc+avail+j-1,0 .0); 




for j :-2 to XC do 
begin 
if (ge ( addrx)>O) then 







' for i :-2 to xr do 
begin 
tsun:-0.0; 






for j :-i+l to XC do 
begin 
ssun:-0.0; 
for k:-1 to i-1 do 
ssun:-sSlEl+ge(avail+(i-l)+(k-l)*xc)*ge(avail+(j-l)+(k-l)*xc); 
if(ge(avail+(i-l)'*xc+i-1)<>0.0)then 






insert_ to_ directory(nanenat ,xr ,xc, addr3, a) ; 
avail:-avail-+,cr*xc; 
writeln( 'Matrix <', nanenat, '> contains Cholesky '); 
writeln('decaiposition of the matrix<' ,x, '>'); 
en::l; (*length*) 
en::l; 









write( 'Nalre of matrix to defuzz>') ; 
if flgf then 
rut(lgf, 'Nalre of matrix to defuzz>' , 'l') ; 
readc(nanenat); 
IF(nauenat[l] in ['0' .. '9' ,'_']) then 
error(l9); 
if (lengt:h(nanenat)--0) then 
flag:-false; 
if flag then 
begin 
firrl _ matrix_ fran _ clirectory(namemat, rl, cl, addr, a) ; 
writeln('Mininun absolute value whl.ch will be changed to zero'); 
write('Cltrrent value-' ,def,' New value ? >'); 
if flgf then 
begin 
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rut(lgf, 'Mi.nim.Jn absolute value \ohl.ch will be changed to zero' , ' ') ; 








readl..n( defe) ; 
if flgf then 
rut(lgf,defe,' '); 
if (length( defe )--0) then 
goto 119; 
val(defe,def,code); 




write(' ERRCR '!RY AGAIN ! ! >' ) ; 
if flgf then 
rut(lgf,' ERRCE. '!RY AGAlN ! ! >' , '1'); 
goto 555; 





if ( abs (sun)<-def) then 
pe(addr+i-1,0.0); 
mocmJRE DEIBI'E _H( VAA A:DICITCNARY) ;
var 
p,ptr:celltype; 




X ._, ,. . , 
di.rectory; 
if dfl.ag then 
begin 




write(' Fnter the name of matrix to be deleted >»>') ; 
if flgf then 

















a[bucket] :-a[bucket]" .next; 
dispose(p); 
ptr:--a[bucket]; 
v.hl.le(ptr" .next" .~)do 
ptr:-ptr" .next; 
p:-ptr" .next; 










xr,xc,addrx,rowl,r~ , i:integer; 
op:char; 
seal, SL1U: real; 






writeln( 'Elarent:ary Row Operations ' ) ; 
writeln; 
writeln('I to Interchange t\\10 rows.' ); 
writeln( 'M or D to Multiply or Divide a row by a scalar arrl add to') ; 
writeln(' a secorrl row. If secorrl row is Clllitted, first row is') ; 
writeln(' nultiplied or divided by the scalar. ') ; 
writeln('P will print the current matrix.'); 
writeln( 'H to repeat these instructions. ') ; 
writeln( 'X to exit to main Jrel"ll. '); 
procedure interchange; 
var 







write ( 'Secorrl row # ?>') ; 
readi(r2); 








write( 'Matrix ~ ? >'); 
if flgf then 
oot(lgf, 'Matrix nane ? >' , '1'); 
readc(~); 
if (IIBiber(nane, a)) then 
firrl _matrix_ fran _ directoty(t'lalre, xr, xc, addrx, a) 
else 
error(?); 
if flag then 
begin 
INST; 
333: write('!, M, D, P, H, X >'); 
if flgf then 
write(lgf,'I, M, D, P, H, X>'); 
read(ldxl,op); 
if flgf then 
oot(lgf ,op,' '); 
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op :-upcase( op) ; 
writeln(op); 












' i£(op--'P' )then 
begin 
em; 
print_ ma.trix(naDB, xr, xc, addrx) ; 
goto 333; 
nle(op <>'X' )do 
begin 
write(' On row# ? >'); 
i£ flgf then 
out(lgf,' On row# ? >', '1'); 
666: read(rowll); 
if flgf then 
out(lgf,rowll,' '); 
val(rowll,rowl,code); 




write(' Error Try again »>') ; 
i£ flgf then 
out(lgf, ' Error try again >>>' , '1' ) ; 
goto 666; 
i£ (rowl>.Kr) then 
begin 
write(' Error try again >>>'); 
i£ flgf then 
oot(lgf, ' Error try again >>>' , 'l' ) ; 
goto 666; 
end; 
write(, By Scalar ? >') ; 
i£ flgf then 
OOt(lgf ! I By Scalar ? >' , I l') ; 
999: readln(scal.ar); 
i£ flgf then 
Ollt(lgf, scalar, I I ) ; 
val(scalar' seal' code) ; 
i£( code<>()) then 
begin 






if flgf then 
rut(lgf, ' Error try again >»' , 'l') ; 
goto 999; 
write(' .Added to row# ? >'); 
if flgf then 
rut(lgf,' .Added to row# ? >', 'l'); 
row2:-0; 
readln(row22); 
if flgf then 
rut(lgf, row22, ' ' ) ; 
val(row22,row2,code); 
if ( code<>O)then 
row2:-0; 




write( I Error try again »>' ) ; 
if flgf then 
rut(lgf, ' Error try again »>' , '1' ) ; 
goto 555; 
for i:-1 to XC do 
begin 
sun:-ge(addrx+(rowl-l)*xc+i-1); 












write('l, M, D, P, H, X >'); 
if flgf then 
write(lgf, 'I, M, D, P, H, X >'); 
read(kbd, op) ; 
if flgf then 
rut(lgf,op,' '); 
op :-upcase( op) ; 
writeln(op); 




























write('Enter the file nane to be executed.»> ' ) ; 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'Enter the file name to be executed .>>>' , 'l') ; 
readln(fnarre); 
if flgf then 
out(lgf,fname , ' '); 









{$I-) reset(xx) {$I+); 
ok:-(IOresult-0); 




writeln(G' Error unable to fin:i the file, Try again') ; 
if flgf then 
oot(lgf,' Error unable to fin:i the file, Try again',' '); 
xflag :-false; 
writeln(' File opered successfully'); 
if ok then 





if flgf then 
out(lgf,m:>re,' '); 
m:,re:~(m:>re); 
cmose - subroutine; 
xflag:-false; 
close(xx) 






















whlle(mt(str[i] in ['0' .. '9']))arrl (i<-len) do 
i :-i+l; 
if(str[i] in [ '0' .. '9'] )then 
begin 
first:-i; 
wle(str[i] in [ '0' .. '9' ])arrl (i<-len) do 
i:-i+l; 
tenp:-',; 
for j :-1 to i-first do 




enj • , 
writeln( 'ERRCR Tcy again ! ! ! ! ') ; 
if flgf then 














write( 'N.a!oo of matrix to fix>') ; 
if flgf then 
out(lgf , 'Nane of matrix to fix>' , '1') ; 
readc(nanenat); 
IF(namanat[l] in [ '0' . . '9', '_ ']) then 
error(19); 
if (length(nanenat)-0) then 
flag : ....false; 
if flag then 
begin 
firrl _ matrix _fran _ directory(nananat, rl , cl, addr, a) ; 
111 : 
777: 
write('Enter the row arrl colum n.nber of the elanent? > ' ) ; 
if flgf then 




writehl( 'Error try again wrong durension! !>»' ) ; 
if flgf then 







writehl( 'Error try again wrong durension! !>»') ; 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'Error try again wrong durension! !>>>' , ' ') ; 
goto 111; 
vale :-ge(addr+(r-l)*cl-+c-1); 
writeln( ,,,.....,....., eleuent ' namanat ' [' r·2 ' ' c ·2 '] ' ) · 
"---IU.L'eF" ' , ' • ' ' ' • ' ' 
write('\lhich is currently-' ,vale,' ta>'); 
if flgf then 
begin 
wri tem(lgf 'n-.on..., elanent ' name.mat ' [ ' r · 2 ' ' C " 2 ' ] ' ) · t '-A.K:11.'E:,V t f f • f t t • f f 
write(lgf, '\\hi.ch is ctn'.'Tentl:>-' , vale, ' ta>') ; 
en:l · 






readln( ele) ; 
if(length(ele)-O)then 
goto 655; 
if flgf then 
writeln(lgf,ele); 
val(ele,elem,code); 
if ( code<>()) then 
begin 
errl · ,
writeln(, 'IRY AG\IN ! ! , ) ; 
if flgf then 
writeln(lgf, ' 'IRY AGAIN ! ! ' ) ; 
goto 777; 
pe(( ((r-l)*cl+c)-l+addr) ,elem); 







write(' Cln:rent rutp..it fonnat uses fields < ' ) ; 
writeln(w:2,' > characters wide with<' ,d:2,' >decimals.'); 
writeln('To change the ootp.tt fonnat, enter field width arrl'); 
write('n.uber of decimals or press <REI> form change.Le 10,8>'); 
if flgf then 
begin 
write (lgf, 'Cln:rent ootp.tt fonnat uses fields < ' ) ; 
writeln(lgf, w: 2, ' > characters wide with <' , d: 2, ' > decimals. ' ) ; 
writeln(lgf, 'To change the rutp.tt fonnat, enter field width arrl'); 
write(lgf, 'nnber of decimals or press <REI> form change.Le 10,8>') ; 
errl; 
readln(str); 







wle(mt(str[i] in [ '0' .. '9' ]))arrl (i<-len) do 
i:-i+l; 
if(str[i] in [ '0' .. '9' ])then 
begin 
first:-i; 
wle(str[i] in [ '0' .. '9' ])arrl (i<-len) do 
i:-i+l; 
~,::arn"'\·-',. 












writeln( 'ERRCR Try again ! ! ! ! ' ) ; 
if flgf then 
writeln(lgf, 'ERRCR Try again ! ! ! ! ' ) ; 
goto 999; 
nk:-cl<+l; 




if ( W:::-d) then 
begin 
writeln( 'Error try again' ) ; 
if flgf then 
writeln(lgf, 'ERRCR Try again ! ! ! ! '); 
goto 999; 








x1: array[ 1. . 20] of integer; 
x:ggg; 
~.kkswe:kksw; 
coclee, csw, nsw: integer; 
tc,tr:integer; 


















wle(rot(str[i] in [ '0' .. '9' ]))arrl (i<-len) do 
i:-i+l; 




wle(str[i] in [ '0' . . '9' ])arrl (i<-len) do 
i :-i+l; 
tarp :-' I ; 
for j :-1 to i-first do 
t:eup:-talpf-Str[first+j-1]; 
val(t:eup,wl,code); 




writeln( I ERRCR Try again ! ! ! ! I ) ; 
i£ flgf then 
writeln(lgf, 'EP.RCR Try again ! ! ! ! '); 
goto 999; 
nk:-nk+l; 




PROCEllJRE FPARSE(YAA ~:~ ;VAA NS'W: INra;ER;CXDEE: INra;ER) ; 
label 888,999; 
var 
str :string[40] ; 
i,len,first,code ,nk ,j :integer; 
t:eup: string[ 5] ; 
begin 
999: i£(codee-l) then 
begin 
write( 'Enter the rows for the new mtrix >') ; 
i£ flgf then 




write( 'Enter the colums for the new mtrix >'); 
i£ flgf then 
write(lgf , 'Enter the colums for the new mtrix >'); 
ero· 






if flgf then 
writeln(lgf ,str) ; 
len :-length(str) ; 
i:-1; 





~le(rot(str[i] in ['0 ' . . '9' ]))arrl (i<-len) do 
i :-i+l; 
if(str[i] in [ '0' . . '9' ])then 
begin 
first :-i; 
~le(str[i] in [ '0' .. '9' ])arrl (i<-len) do 
i :-i+l; 
taip:-' I ; 
for j :-1 to i -first do 
taip:-teuptstr[first+j-1); 
val(taq:,,~[nk] ,code); 
if ( code<>()) then 
begin 
errl · ,




mw :-ak -1; 
begin 
addr3:-avail ; 
if flgf then 
begin 
writeln(lgf, ' AAAAAAAA*GEI' PART OF MA'.IRIX*AAAAAAAA'); 
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writeln(lgf, 'Option 1: Get a box (specify the upper left arrl lower rigpt elerrents) . '); 
writeln(lgf , 'Option 2 : Select specific rows arrl colums. ' ) ; 
write(lgf, 'Enter the option>') ; 
errl ; 
writeln('AAAAAAAA*GEf PART OF MA'.IRD{*AAAAAAAA'); 
Writeln( 'Option 1: Get a box (specify the upper left arrl lower rigpt elarents). ') ; 
writeln( 'Option 2: Select specific rows arrl colums. ' ) ; 






write( 'Na!re of original matrix>'); 
if flgf then 











write('Nare for new matrix>'); 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'Nare for new matrix>' , 'l') ; 
readc(nananat); 
if (length(nanenat)-0) then 
error(lO); 




write( 'Fnter row, col for starting (upper left) correr >') ; 
if flgf then 
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write(' Error try again >' ) ; 
goto 432; 
write( 'Fnter row, col for errli.ng (lower rigpt) correr >') ; 
if flgf then 






write(' Error try again >') ; 
goto 432; 
begin 




for I:-1 to rl do 
begin 



















fparse(kkswe, nsw, codee); 
codee:-2; 
fparse( ckswe, csw, codee) ; 
for mn:- 1 to nsw do 
begin 
errl · ,
if (kkswe [mn]>tr)or~ [mn]<-O)then 
error(20); 
if flag then 
for mn:-1 to csw do 
begin 
if ( ckswe [mn ]>t.c )or( ckswe [ mn ]<-0) then 
error(20); 
errl; 
if flag then 
begin 
errl · ,
for i:-1 to nsw do 
for j :- 1 to csw do 
begin 


















assign(hx, 'SHAMAT.rxx::'); reset(hx) ; 
flag:-true ; 












write(' Stop with ESC, contirue with hitting any Key '); 





OJFRJ..Rf FUOCITCN INIT: INI.'ECER; 
{ This fuoction establishes the arrays in IIBJDry arrl returns the largest 
elemmt that may be used by tr~ ext.errled uerory. The first elenent of 
the extemed nemry arrays is -32767 . The subscripts rui.ld up. 









i:- i + l; 
hir):1:- hip):1 + array_size; 
max:- maxavail; 
if (max <- 0) then 
max:-65536.0 + max; 
until (max< limit) or (i > upper); 
if (hip):1 <- lcmm) then 
hir):1:- 32767; 
:init:- hip):1; 
OJFRJ..Rf ffiOCEilJRE INITIAL; 
type 
TilreString - string[8]; 
DateStr - string[l0]; 
var 
i, lb.Ir ,Min, Sec, Frac: :integer; 
:fuoction tine: TimeString; 
type 
regpack - record 















ax :- ah shl 8 + al; 
errl ; 
intr($21,recpack); 
with recpack do 
begin 
str(cx shr 8,hour) ; 
str(cx mxl 256,min); 
str(dx shr 8,sec); 
errl; 





sec :-' '+sec ; 
ti.ma :- hour+': ' -+min+-': +sec; 
errl; 
(AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*) 
function Date: DateStr; 
type 
regpack - record 














ax :- $2a shl 8; 
errl; 
MsDos(recpack); 
with recpack do 
begin 
str(cx,year); 
str(dx mxl 256,da:y); 
























































for i:-1 to 75 do 
1D , ' 'Il!\TE : , ' 
SHAMAT (1.0) 
A Matrix Manipulation Program 
CDPYRIG:IT (c) 1987 
BY 







' 1312 So.1th, Wabash St. 
,chr(l86)); 
writeln(chr(l86), 
' Glemora, Ctlif, 91740 
,chr(l86)) ; 
writeln(chr(l86), 






P.O.OOX 1238 USU 
Logan Utah 84322 
(801) 750-6291 











for i:-1 to 75 do 
write(chr(205)) ; 
writeln(chr(l68))i 





Press arrJ key to contirue 
CNFRI.AY ffiOCEllJRE INV (XR,XC ,ADIEX: INIH;ER) ; 
label 999; 
type 
an:--array[l. .lOO]of integer; 
var 
~.i ,j,k,addr3 :integer; 
Sllll,d,aa,bb,cc :real; 
x:arr; 
procedure firtlti.ag(var xx, nsweep : integer ;var x: arr) ; 
var 
i:integer; 





for i:-1 to xr do 
begin 
errl; 
if (x[i]-1) then 
begin 
val:-ge(addrx+(i-l)*xc+i-1); 




cliag:-abs (val) ; 
errl· 
' 







if(xx<-0 ) then 
begin 
flag:-false; 












"'11.i.le (nsweep< XC) arrl flag do 
begin 
fi.rrl:liag(K,nsweep,x); 
if flag then 
begin 
for i:-1 to xr do 
for j :-1 to XC do 





if ( cc--0) then 
begin 
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pe(addrx+(i-l)*xc+j-1, (aa-(bb/cc))); {problem} 
em· 








if (ge(addrx+(k-l)*xc+k-1)-0) then 
begin 
write("G' Unable to do the ~. '); 




' aa :-ge(addrx+(k-l)*xc+j -1) /ge(addrx+(k-l)*xc+k-1) ; 
pe(addrx+(k-l)*xc+j-1,aa); 
bb :--ge(addrx+(j-l)*xc+k-1) /ge(addrx+(k- l)*xc+k-1) ; 
pe(addrx+(j-l)*xc+k -1 ,bb); 
cc :-ge(addrx+(k-l)*xc+k- 1) ; 




write("G' Unable to do the ~ . '); 
writeln(' division by zero attenpted') ; 
fl.ag :-false; 
goto 999; 
pe(addrx+(k -l )*xc+k-1 , (1.0/cc)) ; 
errl ; (*flagk ) 
end ; (*loop*) 
999: 
if mt flag then 
avail :-addr3 ; 
em· 
' 
mocEllJRE: MAKE_ CXNST; 
label 444 ; 
var 
rsize,csize , i ,j ,acldr:integer; 
cons:real ; 
conse:string[l2]; 
code : integer; 
begin 
write('Fnter nEDre for matrix of constatns>'); 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, ' Fnter naire for matrix of constants>' , 'l') ; 
readc(nanenat) ; 




if (length(nananat)-0) then 
flag :-false ; 
if flag then 
begin 
write( 'Nulber of rows ? >>>') ; 
if flgf then 
oot(lgf, 'Nud:>er of rows ? >>>' , 'l') ; 
readi(rsize); 
write( 'Nulber of colums ? »>') ; 
if flgf then 
oot(lgf, 'Nulber of colums ? >»' , 'l') ; 
readi(csize) ; 
write(' lrµ.tt the constant value »>') ; 
if flgf then 
oot(lgf, 'Irµ.tt the constant value >»' , 'l' ) ; 
addr:-avail; 




if flgf then 
OOt(lgf,con.se, I I); 
val ( conse , cons, ccxle) ; 
if ( code<>O) then 
begin 
write( I ERR(R_ 1RY AGAJN ! ! »>') ; 
if flgf then 
OOt(lgf, I ERRffi 'IRY AGAJN ! ! »>' 1 1 11 ) ; 
goto 444; 
em; 
for I :-1 to rsize do 
for j :- 1 to csize do 
Ba:;IN 
PE(avail,CXNS); 
avail :-avail+ 1; 
END· 
' insert _to_directory(namemat ,rsize,csize,addr,a) ; 
em· 
' 
CNFR1AY EROCEllJRE MAKE _IDENITIY; 
var 
size,i,j,addr :integer; 
val :real ; 
begin 
write('F.nter rare of identity matrix>') ; 
if flgf then 
oot(lgf, 'Enter naire of identity matrix>', 'l'); 
readc(nananat); 





if (lengt:h(nanenat)-0) then 
flag :-false; 




write(' Size of matrix >»') ; 
if flgf then 
rut(lgf, 'Size of matrix »>' , 'l' ) ; 
readi(size) ; 
addr:-avail; 
for i :-1 to size do 









' insert_to _clirectory(narrew.t,size,size,addr ,a); 
PROCElJRE MULT 





addr3:-avai l ; 
kCA.mt:-4<rl; 
if (rowl-coll)arrl(rowl- l)then 
begin 


















k.olmt :-kount+ 1; 
row:-rowl; 
col :-coll ; 
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erxl 
else if (coll-row2) then 
begin 
for i:-1 to rowl do 














if flag then 
begin 





if flag then kn:-addrl; 












for N:-1 tor do 









output:-' I ; 
write ( 'F.nter the output file nane. [Ex, A: Out. ] >' ) ; 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'F.nter the output file nane. [Ex, A:Out.] >', 'l'); 
readln(filename); 
if flgf then 






if flgf then 
begin 
writeln(lgf, 'Option 1: saving all matrices, ' ) ; 
writeln(lgf, 'Option 2: Saving only specified ones.'); 
write(lgf , I F.nter the option>') ; 
errl; 
writeln( 'Option 1: saving all matrices, ' ) ; 
writeln( 'Option 2: Saving onl. y specified ones. ' ) ; 
write( 'F.nter the option>'); 
readi.(respond); 













x: .. ''; 
x:"1'tr" .nane; 
for M:-length(x)+l to 10 do 
X:-X+' '; 
r :"1'tr" .row_si.ze; 
" 1 . c:"1'tr .co _size; 
addr:-ptr" .addr; 
sub save(x,r,c,addr); 
- " ptr:-ptr .next; 
else if(resporrl-2)then 
begin 
write( 'Name of matrix to be saved ?»>') ; 
if flgf then 













write ('Naire of ma.trix to be saved ?»>' ) ; 
if flgf then 
rut(lgf, 'Naire of matrix to be saved ?>>>' , 'l' ) ; 
readc(name); 
£1.agout :-false; 
close( outl) ; 
var 
ok:boolean; 






writeln( 'Read in ASCII data file (A) or') ; 
write('Retrieve "WOrksheet Previously saved ? (P) >'); 
if flgf then 
begin 
writeln(lgf, 'Read in ASGII data file (A) or'); 
write(lgf, 'Retrieve "WOrksheet Previously saved ? (P) >') ; 
errl; 





if flgf then 
out(lgf,ans,' '); 




if(ans in ['A', ' P'])then 
begin 
fl..ag:-true; 
wle((i<3) ard (rot ok)) do 
begin 
i:-i+l; 
write('Enter the name of input file [Ex. A:I:WTA.D\T]>»') ; 
if flgf then 
oot(lgf, 
'Enter the name of input file [Ex. A:I:WTA.~)»>' , 'l'); 







if (flgf) thm 
'writeln(lgf ,filenaire); 
assign(rr,filename); 
{$I-} reset(rr) {$I+}; 
ok:- (IOresult:-0); 
if rot ok thm 
begin 
writeln(' ':5,"G'Error unable to find the file***' 
,filename,'***'); 
writeln(' ':5, 'Press any key to contiue'); 
if flgf thm 
begin 
writeln(lgf,' ':5, "G'Error unable to find the file *k*' 
,filename,'***'); 
writeln(lgf, ' ' : 5, 'Press any key to contiue' ) ; 
errl; 









if(an.9-'P' )am ok thm 
begin 
writeln(' BE PATIENI' PI..FASE ...•.. • ..... '); 






for i:-1 to I'Olo7 do 
for j :-1 to col do 
begin 





if flag then 
begin 
writeln('Matrix <<<' ,nanenat, '>>> has been successfully read. '); 
if flgf then 
writeln(lgf' 







else if(an.9-' A' )and ok then 
.begin 
write( 'Naire of matrix to receive this file ? >'); 
if flgf then 
oot(lgf, 'Naroo of matrix to receive this file ? >' , 'l') ; 





























writeln(i:3,' rows of ',j :3,' colums each have been'); 
writeln('successfully read fran ',filenarre,' into the matrix ' 
,namemat); 
if flgf then 
begin 
writeln(i:3,' rows of ',j :3,' colums each have been'); 
writeln(lgf, 'successfully read fran ',filenarre, 
' into the matrix ',namemat); 
errl· 
' 
PRCXlW1 MAlRIX(INIUI', amur ,XX, ClJI'l., LGF, RR) ; 
label 1111, 2222; 









arj - record 
elemj: array[l. .array_size) of real; 
errl · 
' ptj - array [ lCMer .. upper) of "arj ; 
Elarent:-real; 
ggg-string[ 15) ; 
TI-record 
op:char; 




ele:array[l .. lO]of tt; 
em; 
cell type- "pointer; 
pointet:-'record 
name:ggg; 
row _size, col _ size, addr : integer; 
next :celltype 
errl; 












tflag, rflag, flgf, flags, fl.agoog, flag, flagdone, dflag: boolean; 
count ,mat: integer; 
cpIDre,mre_s,resp,o..it:p.rt:,IJPre:char; 
rowsize,colsize:array[l .. lO]of integer; 
w,d,prec,level:integer; 
big: ptj; 
tavr, ks, kk, lenl.ire, avail, kn, himem: integer; 
el,e: real; 
def, def size, avr ,IMXi: real; 





procedure out(var device:text; stre :stri ;wrcode:char); 
begin 


















if (flgf) then 
out(lgf,rek,' '); 
val(rek, result, code) ; 
if (code<>O )or(length(rek)-O)then 
begin 
errl; 
write(' Error try again ! ! >'); 
if (flgf) then 











firxlblank:-poS( 1 I ,t:aip); 
\o.½ri.le ( f iroblank<>O)do 
begin 
clelete(tenp,firxlblank,1); 




procedure readc(var name:ggg); 
begin 
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if (flgf) then 




procedure pe(loc: integer; it.em: real); 
{ This fuoction stores an elenent into exterxled rnenory. It does no 
error checking . The user m.JSt check to see if the subscript is smaller 
than or equal to the largest element returned by init. Unpredictable 
results may occur if this is violated.. 
var a,e: integer; 
begin 
e:- loc mod array_size; 
a:- loc div array_size; 
if (loc >- 0) then 
begin 
e :- e + l; 
a:- a+ l; 
errl 
else 




fuoction ge(loc: integer): real; 
{ This fuoction retrieves an element fran exterxled menvry. It does no 
error checking. The user m.JSt check to see if the subscript is smaller 
than or equal to the largest element returned by init. Unpredictable 
results may occur if this is violated.. 
var a, e: integer; 
begin 
e:- loc mod array_size; 
a:- loc div array_size; 
if (loc >- 0) then 
begin 
a:- a+ l; 
e:- e + l; 
errl 
else 
e:- e + array_size; 




fun:tion enpty (s:stack) :boolean; 
begin 






procedure pop(var s: stack) ; 
begin 
if(mt enpty(s)) then 





soorxl( 440) ; 
delay(250) ; 
msoorxl; 
if (flgf) then 
begin 
case errom of 
l:out(lgf, '*** Error First Row has m colums ***',' '); 
2:out(lgf, '*** Error Unequal colums ***',' '); 
3:out(lgf, '*** Error Double Decimal Point ***',' '); 
4:out(lgf,'*** Error Using Character ***' ,' ') ; 
5: out(lgf, '*** Error Unequal size Matrices -kiri(' , ' ' ) ; 
6 :oot(lgf, '*** Error Matrix already exists ***',' '); 
7:oot(lgf, '*** Error Matrix does rot Exist ***',' '); 
8:out(lgf,'*** Error 11- 11 sign is missing ***' , ' '); 
9:oot(lgf, '*** Error 1 or both matrices are rot valid***',' '); 
10:out(lgf, '*** Error No matrix fCA.Jni ***',' '); 
11:out(lgf, '*** Error Operator missing -kkk',' '); 
12:out(lgf, '*** Error Matrix is missing ***',' '); 
13:out(lgf, '*** Error Naire of Matrix is missing ***',' '); 
14:out(lgf,'*** Error First ore is rot Vector ***' ,' '); 
15:out(lgf , '*** Error Wrong Dimmsion ***' ,' '); 
16:oot(lgf, '*** Error Unequal Rows ***',' '); 
17:out(lgf, '*** Error Unequal C.olums -kkk',' '); 
18:oot(lgf, '*** Error Urbal.ararl parenthesis ***',' '); 
19:oot(lgf,'*** Error Naire has to start with letter ***' ,' '); 
20:out(lgf, '*** Error Subscript out of range ***',' '); 





case errom of 
l:writeln('*** Error First 8£:M has m colum 




3:writeln('*** Error Dooble Decimal Point ***'); 
4:writeln('*** Error Using Character ***'); 
5:writeln('*** Error Unequal size Matrices ***'); 
6:writeln('*** Error Matrix already exists ***'); 
7:writeln('*** Error Matrix does mt Exist ***'); 
8 :writeln( '*** Error "-" sign is missing ***') ; 
9:writeln('*** Error 1 or both matrices are mt valid***'); 
10:writeln( '*** Error No matrix foorrl ***'); 
11 :writeln( '*** Error Operator missing ***' ) ; 
12:writeln('*** Error Matrix is missing ***'); 
13:writeln('*** Error Nam of Matrix is missing ***'); 
14:writeln('*** Error First one is mt Vector ***'); 
15 :writeln( '*** Error 'wrong Dimension ***' ) ; 
16 :writeln( '*** Error Unequal Rows ***' ) ; 
17 :writeln( '*** Error Unequal C:Olum.s ***'); 
18 :writeln( '*** Error Urhalanced parenthesis ***' ) ; 
19:writeln( '*** Error Nam has to start with letter ***'); 
20:writeln('*** Error Subscript rut of range ***'); 
21:writeln('*** Error Matrix is singular ***'); 
en::l; 
writeln( I *k* Try again ***' ) ; 
flag:-false; 





procedure makerull(var S:stack); 
begin 
s . top:-0; 









for i:-1 to length(x) do 
sun :-suntord(x[i]); 
h :-sun m:xi b; 
(**************************************************************************) 

















s . top :-s. toptl; 
s.ele[s .top].op:-x; 
s.ele[s.top] .prec :-prec; 
(***********************************************************************) 
F\n:tion top(var s:stack; var x:char):integer; 
begin 
em; 
if rot eupty(s) then 
begin 
· x:-s.ele[s.top] .op; 










if (length(x)<>O)aoo(~(l3)) then 
begin 
current :~[h(x)]; 




































overlay ffiOCEllJRE I-mIZ_CAN(Rl,Cl,R2,addrl,addr2:integer;V.AR C2, 
addr3:integer;blank :char); 
var 







for i:-1 to rl do 
begin 
end· , 






for j :-1 to c2 do 
begin 
errl · ,
pe (krunt, ge( addr2)) ; 
addr2 :-addr2+ 1; 
kount :-k.o.Jnt+ 1; 
c2 :-cl+c2 ; 
if (blank<>'N' )then 





taddr :-t:addrt 1; 
kn:-taddr ; 







procedure deci(var tok :char); 
var 
addrl,addr2 ,i,j,rowl ,row2,coll,col2,ntenp,addr3:integer; 
blank : char; 
sun :real; 
{$1 m.ut.pas } 
{$1 inv.pas } 
{ $1 add.sub . pas} 
{ $I trans . pas} 
begin 









addrl :-kn-row2*col2-rowl*coll ; 
errl · 
' 
case tok of 
' *' :begin 








'-' :add_sub(rowl,coll ,row2,col2,-l ,addrl,addr2,addr3) ; 






' "' :begin 
inv(row2,col2,addr2) ; 
addr3 :-avail ; 
rowl :-row2; 
errl; 
I I' :begin 
errl · 
' 




I! I :begin 
















procedure print_ ma.trix(x: ggg; r, c, address: integer) ; 
var 
k, in_ here, i: integer; 
begin 





if rot flagrut then 
if(outµ.it-'P')then 
begin 
write (lst,x, '-I '); 






if flgf then 
write(lgf,x, '-I'); 
for i :-address to r*c+address-1 do 
begin 










if flgf then 
write(lgf ,ge(i) :w:d); 
errl· 
' if mt flagout then 




writeln(' I ' ) ; 
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else 
writeln(' I ') 
else 
writeln(outl,' I'); 
if flgf then 
else 
begin 
writeln(lgf, ' I ' ) ; 
in_ here :-0; 
i :-address; 
k:-0; 
if rot flag-out then 










write(outl,' I ' ); 
if flgf then 
write(lgf,' I'); 
for i :-address to r*c+address-1 do 
begin 
if (rot flagout) then 
if(out:put-'P')then 
begin 
write(lst,ge(i) :w:d) ; 




write(outl,ge(i) :w:d) ; 
if flgf then 




in here :-in heret 1 · 
- - ' k :-0; 





writeln( ' I ') ; 






' errl· , 
writeln; 
if flgf then 
writeln(lgf, ' I ' ) ; 












if flgf then . 





if ( i<>r*c+address-1) then 









if flgf then 
write(lgf, , 
I') 














procedure firrl _matrix_ fran _ direct.ory 
(name:ggg;var r,c,addr:integer; a:d.ictionary); 
var 
current:celltype; 







'l,ffile(current<>nil)arrl rot faurrl do 
begin 















write( 'Name of matrix to print >') ; 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'Name of matrix to print >' , '1') ; 
readc(name); 


















fin:l _blank(namemat) ; 
if (IIalber(namemat, a)) then 
begin 
write('Matrix <' ,nananat, '> already exist overwrite Y/N ? >'); 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'Matrix already exist overwrite Y/N ? >' , '1'); 
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readln(ans); 








p:"1)". rext ; 








write(''fype a new name, otherwise return>') ; 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, ''fype a new name, otherwise return>', 'l') ; 
readln(namemat); 
if flgf then 
writeln(lgf ,namemat); 
if (length(nanenat)-0) then 
begin 





p" . name :-nanenat ; 
p" .row size :-r ; 
p" .col-size:-c; 
p" .a&ir:-addr ; 
back:-nil; 
ptr :-a[h(nananat)] ; 
fourrl:-false; 
'lohl.le(ptr<>ni.l)an:i( rot fourrl)do 
begin 
errl· , 




back : "1)tr; 
ptr :"1)tr" .rext; 
errl· , 
p" .rext:-ptr; 







i£ ( r-c) and( r-1) then 
print_ matrix(nanenat, r, c, addr) ; 
(AAAkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-kk*k) 
procedure insert_to_pool(rs,cs:integer;var addr:integer); 
var 
i,j ,k:integer; 




for i:-rs ch,mto 1 do 












ffiCXElJRE EMPIY_'IliE _ STAfX(R™, CDL: INl.'EmR) ; 
var 
tok:char; 
addr, n: integer; 
begin 
rcMSi.ze[mat] :""'t"CM; 
colsi.ze[mat] :-col; (special problem with change of size ,;,.hen tran} 
wle( rot erpty(s)and flag ) do 
begin 
n :-top(s, tok) ; 
i£(tok-'-') then 
begin 
tok :-' '; 
insert_to_pool(rcMSi.ze[mat] ,colsi.ze[mat] ,addr); 
















case line [ca.mt] of 











' p..ish( s , line [ crunt] , prec) ; 
crunt:-count+l; 
i£(line[crunt-1] in ["",""])then 














wle(mt (line[crunt] in['\',')','(','+','-','*','.','''','"' 
, '0' .. '9', 'a' . . 'z', 'A' .. 'Z',' I','!']) an:i (crunt<-lenline))do 







ca.mt :-count+ 1; 
wle(mt(line[crunt] in ['(', ')','\','.','a' .. 'z', 'A' .. 'Z' 
, •o• .. '9', '+', ' - ','' '', ''",'*',•I',•! • ])am (crunt<-lenline) )do 



















if(line[count]- 1 .')then 
begfa 
flagp:-true; 
count :-count+ 1; 
errl; 




if(line[count]- 1 . ')then 
begin 





count :-count+ 1; 
romn ·-' 1 • 
-y · ' 
for i :- 1 to count-first do 
teol):-tenpf-line[first+i-1]; 
val(ta:Ip,elem,result); 

















v.hlle(rot(line[ count] in [ '/', '\','; ']) and flag and (count<-lenline) )do 
begin 
"*tlle(rot( line[coont] in['.','\','/',';' ,'0' .. '9' ,'+' ,')' , '-'])and 
(count<-lenline))do 





coont :-co.Jnt+ 1; 
level:-level-20; 
v.hlle(rot (line[ count] in [ '\', '+', ' - ', '*',' . ','''', '"',' I' ,' !' 
, '0' .. '9', 'a' .. 'z', 'A' .. 'Z', ')']) and (coont<-lenline))do 
coont :-co.Jnt+ 1; 
if(line[count]-')')then 
goto 5.54; 
if (line[count] in['+','-']) then 
begin 
em; 
if (line[ count]-' - ')then 
flagneg:-t:rue; 
coont :-co.Jnt+ 1; 
"*tlle(rot( line[coont] in[' .' ,'\','/',';' ,'0' .. '9']) and 
(count<-lenline))do 
count :-co.Jnt+ 1; 
first:-count; 
if(line[count] in ['0' . . '9' ,' .'])then 
begin 
fin:i _elemmt(first); 
if flag then 
col:-col+l; 
em· 



















PROCEilJRE MA'.IRIX_IS _ AI.H-IA;FCRWARD; 
PROCEilJRE MA'.IRIX_IS_DIGIT;forward; 




wle(mt (line[co.mt] in['\','(','+','-',' . ' ,'0' .. '9' ,'a' .. 'z' ,'A' 
.. , z, ])arrl flag arrl ( co.mt<-lenline)) do 






wle(mt(line[co.mt] in [ '\',' . ','a' .. 'z', 'A' .. 'Z', '0' .. '9', 
, +' , , - , ]) arrl ( co.mt<-lenline) )do 










wle(mt (line[ca.m.t] in ['\','.','0' .. '9','a' .. 'z','A' .. 'Z']) 
arrl (count<-lenline) )do 
count :-count+ 1; 
if(line[count] in ['0' .. '9'])then 
matrix_ Le;_ di.git 
else if(line[count] in alph ( ['a' .. 'z', 'A' .. 'Z'])) then 
matrix_ is_ alJX18. 
else if (line [count]<>'\' ) then 
error(12); 
(AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAkAA-kkkkk) 
PROCEilJRE MA'.IRIX_ IS_ AUHA; 
var 
sun:real; 





wle(line[count] in ['0' .. '9','a' .. 'z','A' .. 'Z','_']) 
arrl ( count<-lenline) do 
begin 
nanealpha:~pha+line[ count] ; 
count:-count+ 1; 
erxl· 





finl matrix fran directory(nairealpha, r, c, addr, a) ; 
- - -for i :-1 tor do 














finl _garbage ; 
if rot fl..agdone then 






Rm, CDL, (l)l.S: INr.EIEl ; 
BEXITN 
Rrn :-0; 
'WHILE(mt (line[ coont] IN [ '\' , ' ; ']) )arrl flag arrl (count<=lenline)do 
BEXITN 
CDL:-0; 
FIND _RaJ( CDL) ;















count :-ccA..U1t+ 1; 
ero· 





line:- ', ; 




if flgf then 
rut(lgf,line,' '); 
lenline :-length(line) ; 
ks :-pos(chr(13),line); 
if(ks<>O)then line[ks] :-' , ; 
l<k:-pos( '\' , line); 
count :-1 ; 
en:i; 
en:i; 




colsize [mat] :-cols; 
f:i:rrl _garbage; 
if rot flagdore then 
decide - wt _matrix; 
en:i· 
' 






\obile(rot(line [count] in['\','(' ,'0' . . '9' , 'a' . . ' z' ,'A' .. 'Z' ,'+' ,'-', 
I . I]) )arrl flag arrl (count<-lenline)do 
crunt:-count+ 1; 




count :-count+ 1; 









I '0' • • 191 ''+''I• I]) 
arrl (count<-lenline))do 
count:-count+ 1; 




vhi.le(rot(line[count] in [ '\','.','a' . . 'z', 'A' .. 'Z', '0' .. '9']) 
and (count<-lenline))do 
count :-coont+ 1; 
if(line[count] in [I• I I '0' .. '9'] ) then 
matrix_ is_ digit 
else if(line[count] in ['a' .. 'z', 'A' .. 'Z' ])then 





procedure firrl nane ; 
var 
i : integer; 
begin 
namemat:-' I; 
vhi.le(rot (line[count] in [ 1- 1 ,'\']))and(line[count] in(' ' , ' ',' 0 ' 
. . '9', 'a' .. ' z', 'A' .. 'Z']) and (count<-lengt:h(line))do 
begin 
errl· , 
nanenat :-oauana.t+ line [count] ; 
count :-co.int+ 1; 
if(namemat[l] in [ 1 0 1 • • 1 9 1 I I I ])then 
error(19) ; -
if ( count-1) then 
error(13) ; 
if flag then 
begin 





push(s , line [count] , prec) ; 
count :-coont+ 1; 
error(8) ; 
em· , 
firrl _ blank( namemat) ; 
errl ; 
(************************************************************AAAAAAAAA*'k*td:) 
PRCXmJRE GE!' - LINE; 
begin 
line:-' I; 
if (rot rflag) then 
write('INEUI' >'); 
if flgf then 
OOt(lgf, I INPUI' >' 1 1 11 ) ; 
















writeln( 'Fnter the name of matrix 11- 11 sign arrl the equation. ') ; 
if (flgf) then 
out(lgf, 'Fnter the name of matrix , 11- 11 sign arrl the equation. ' , ' ' ) ; 
GEI'_line; 
fin::i - naire; 
lenline:-length(line); 
kk:-pos( '\' I line); 
ks:-pos(chr(l3),line); 
if(ks<>())then line[ks] :-' , ; 
if flag then 
begin 
fin:i _ matrix; 









if(ks<>())then line[ks] :-' , ; 
fin:i _matrix; 
(AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA**AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAkk*AAA~) 







writeln(' ******* Making vector fran matrix *********'); 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, · ******* Making vector fran matrix *********' , ' ') ; 
write(' Original matrix name >' ) ; 
if flgf then 
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out(lgf, 'Original matrix name >' , 'l' ) ; 
readc(x); 
write( 'Diagonal elemmts go to vector >'); 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'Diagonal elemmts go to vector>', 'l'); 
readc(namemat); 


















avail :-avail+ 1; 
addrl:-addrl-+ka.mt; 
rl:-k; 












writeln('******* Making Diagonal matrix**********'); 
if flgf then 
out(lgf,'******* Making Diagonal matrix AAAAAAAAAA' ,' '); 
write( 'Original vector >'); 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'Original vector >' , '1') ; 
readc(x); 
write( 'Result goes to matrix >'); 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'Result goes to matrix >' , '1'); 
readc(nanenat); 


















for i:-1 to rl do 
for j :-1 to rl do 
begin 





















write('Enter the naire of log file [<lIBI> for no log file] >'); 




if (length(logf)¢0) tren 
begin 

















OJFRlAY ffiOCEll.lRE MESSAGE; 
begin 
writ.eln('At this time mre than 95% of ',maxi:5:0 
1 I cells has been cx::cupied') ; 
writ.eln( 'Please do the following:'); 
writ.eln; 
writ.eln(' 1: Delete urnacessary matrices . ' ) ; 
writ.eln( I 2: Save the "'10rksheet, I ) ; 
writ.eln(' 3: Exit fran the program. ') ; 
writ.eln(' 4: Rim the program.'); 
writ.eln(' 5: Retrieve the saved file. ' ) ; 
(AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAk-kA***) 








writ.eln( I SUB MENU' ) ; 
writ.e(chr(201)); 
for i:-1 to 75 do 
writ.e(chr(205)); 
writ.eln( chr(l87)) ; 
writ.eln(chr(l86), 
' D Delete 1 or mre matrices Y read s"'mmetric matrix R Read matrix 
,chr(l86)); 
writ.eln(chr(l86), 
' B Return to main neru T read Triang . matrix F Fix 1 eleirent ' 
,chr(186)); 
writ.eln(chr(l86), 
' V Vector to matrix J make constant matrix(J) P Print 
,chr(186)); 
writ.eln(chr(l86), 
' M Matrix to vector I make Identity matrix H Help 
,chr(186)); 
writ.eln(chr(l86), 
' ? Directory & information "p toggle print.er on, off Z defuZz 
,chr(l86)); 
writ.eln(chr(l86), 




for i:-1 to 75 do 
write(chr(205)); 

















wri teln(lgf, '****'*hlA,>1:A+H*iJcbl)c,>l:Jc+Jc*>AAblAbl)cc*)c*AA*iJcbl)cc*A*AA*iAbl)cd,)c,:,1:A*:HblAblJcc*A*Jc Jc*i)cbl)cd,Jc+Jc :H J bl)c ":11:Jc*H*iAblAd,Jc,:,l:)c*:)c)cblA~A *'A*' ) ; 
writeln(lgf,' DIRECI'CRY OF ElCIS11N; MA'.IRICES'); 








DIRFL'ITRY OF ElCIS11N; MA'.IRICES' ) ; 
~ & DIMENSICNS '); 







for m:-length(x)+l to 10 do 
x:""'X+' '; 
if (k IIDd 4-0) then 
begin 
if (flgf) then 
. ln(lgf ' ' " . 2 ' *' " 1 ize 2 ' wn te ,x, ,ptr .row_si.ze: , ,ptr .co _s : , 




if (flgf) then 
. (lgf ' ' " · 2 ' *' " 1 · 2 ' wn.te ,x, ,ptr .row_size: , ,ptr .co _size: , 


















if rot dflag then 
begin 
for i:-1 to 3 do 
writeln; 





if dflag then 
begin 
avr:-avai.1; 
if (flgf) then 
begin 




DIRECTCRY IS EMPIY Kr nus TIME , ) ; 
DIREGTCRY IS EMPIY Kr nus TIME , ) ; 
writeln(lgf,rele:4,' matrices have been stored and ' 
,left:5:0,' elements'); 





writeln(rele :4 ,' matrices have been stored and ',left:5:0,' elements'); 






ans :char ; 
{$I Help.pas) 
{$I DEI.EIE.PN> ) 
{ $I newSAV. pas ) 
{ $I SWEEP. PN> ) 
{ $I retwork. pas } 
{$I exec.pas } 
{$I CIDL.PN>} 








($1 make_identity.pas } 
($1 help .pas } 
($1 DELEI'E.PAS } 
( $1 sym. pas } 
($1 tri .pas} 






if (flgf) then 
out(lgf,'SUB>' , 'l'); 




if flgf then 
out(lgf,nnre_s,' '); 













'V' :VECTCR _ 1D _ MA1RIX; 
'J' :make_con.st; 
'l' :make_identity; 































writeln(' 11 ' ,nore _s, ' 11 Not a va.ild cannan:i ! ! ') ; 
if flgf then 
writeln(lgf, ' 11 ' ,nore _ s, "' Not a valid cannan:i ! ! ' ) ; 
end; 
end; (*'C'MiE*) 
if(avail >- defsize)then 
message; 
write(, SUB>') ; 
if (flgf) then 
out(lgf,'SUB>' ,'1'); 
if (xflag) then 
begin 























if (wflag-'T') then 
begin 
writeln(, MrNU' ) ; 
write(chr(201)); 




I worksheet I/0 R Read C Crolesky (square root) 
,chr(l86)); 
writeln(chr(l86), 
? Direct.ory & info. H Help D Delete 1 or nore matrices 
,chr(l86)); 
writeln(chr(l86), 
' X eXecute a file F Fomia.t "w t.oggle neru Window on,off 
,chr(l86)); 
writeln(chr(l86), 
' S Sweep operation L Log file O Other options 
,chr(l86)); 
writeln(chr(l86), 
Q Quit P Print "p t.oggle printer on,off 
,chr(l86)); 
writeln(chr(l86), 
' E Elanentary row operation 
,chr(l86)); 
write(cl1r(200)); 









wle (nore<>'Q' )do 
begin 
flag:-t:rue; 








write(' Save worksheet or Retrieve worksheet S/R >') ; 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'Save worksheet or Retrieve worksheet S/R >', 'l'); 



















































writeln(' 11 ' ,mre, ' 11 Not a vaild cannarrl ! ! ' ) ; 
if flgf then 
writeln(lgf, ' 11 ' ,DX)re, '" Not a vaild cannarrl ! ! ') ; 
em· I 






write( 'MAIN>') ; 
if (flgf) then 
rut(lgf, 'MAIN>' , 'l' ) ; 
if (xflag) then 
begin 
en:l 

















WRITE( 'ARE YOO SURE (Y;N) ?>' ) ; 
if flgf then 
rut(lgf, 'ARE YOO SURE (Y;N) ?>' , 'l' ) ; 




if (flgf) then 








if flgf then 
rut(lgf, 'MAIN>', 'l'); 












<:JJFRlEi. ffiOCIDJRE RANRAN; 
var 
k : integer; 
begin 
clrscr; 
k :-t:nn::(rarxkmkS . Ot 1) ; 
gotrEj(7 ,12); 
case k of 
l:begin 
writeln('God made integers, 
writeln(' 
em· , 
all else is the wrk of man. ' ) ; 
Leopold Kroreck.er' ) ; 
2:writeln('Machines have less problems . I''', 'd like to be a mschi.ne. ' ) ; 
3 :writeln( 'Now *Jr::At* have a friem in the software business. ') ; 
4 :writeln('Have you hugged your personal cooplter today ?'); 







al.fh :-[ ' a ' .. ' z ' , 'A' .. 'Z'] ; 
def :-l.0E -10; 
mat :-0 ; 
level :-0 ; 
wfl.ag:- ' T' ; 
xflag :-false ; 
flgf:-fal.se ; 
rflag :-false ; 
tflag :-fal.se ; 
dflag :-false ; 
avai.1 :- -32767; 
makerull(s) ; 
makerull hash(A) ; 







h.inen:- init ; 





writeln( 'Avail.able storage - ' , el: 9 : 0, ' elements . ' ) ; 








if (flgf) then 
out(lgf, 'MAIN>' , 'l') ; 










'WRITE(' ARE YOO SURE (Y/N) ?>' ) ; 
if flgf then 



















writeln(chr(l), 'HAVE A NICE D\Y & SO UN:; ',chr(2)); 
writeln(chr(2) , ' ':76,chr(l)); 
writeln(chr(l),' ':76,chr(2)); 
if (flgf) then 
close(lgf); 
CNERI.AY ffiOCEllJRE SWEEP; 
label 1336,999; 
type 
kksweep-array[l. . 30]of integer; 
var 
~:~; 
en:Ik, nsweep, kk, nsw, option: integer; 
z,x:ggg; 
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999: write('Enter list of i.rrlices to be swept, tenninate with 0 >'); 
if flgf then 
888: 
out(lgf, 'Enter list of in:lices to be swept, tenninate with O >', 'l'); 













wle(rot(str[i] in ['0' .. '9']))and (i<-len) do 
i:-i+l; 









for j :-1 to i-first do 
t:errp:-teuptstr[first+j-1]; 
val( t:enp, ksweep [ nk l , coc1e) ; 




writeln( I mR(R Try again ! ! ! ! I) ; 
goto 999; 










writeln( 'Option 1 : Sweep on AIL BUf one elemant. ' ) ; 
writeln( 'Option 2 Sweep CNIX requested elem&lts. ' ) ; 
write( 'Fnter option>'); 
if flgf then 
begin 
writeln(lgf, 'Option 1 : Sweep on AIL BUf one elemant . '); 
writeln(lgf, 'Option 2 Sweep OOY specified elemants . '); 







write( 'Fnter name of matrix to sweep >'); 
if flgf then 
out(lgf, 'Fnter name of matrix to sweep >' , '1' ) ; 
readc(x) ; 
if(namer(x,a) )then 




' if flag then 
begin 
if ( option-1) then 
begin 
write('Fnter i.mex of elemant NJl' to be swept>'); 
if flgf then 
out(lgf , ' Fnter i.mex of elemant N'.JI' to be swept>' , '1' ) ; 
readi(nsw) ; 




for i :-1 to xr do 
for j :-1 to XC do 





if ( cc-0) then 
begin 
writeln 





pe(addrx+(i-l)*xc+j -1,(aa-(bb/cc))) ; 
errl ; 
for j :-1 to XC do 
begin 
if (j<:>k) then 
begin 
if (ge(addrx+(k-l)*xc+k-1)--0) then 
begin 
writeln 










if ( cc--0) then 
begin 
writeln 




writeln('Sweeping matrix<< ',x,' >> on element ',k :2) ; 
errl ; (*loop*) 
errl 
else if (opti~2 )then 
begin 
~flag :-false; 
'lohlle(rot ~flag )do 
begin 
r~~.~) ; 
for k:-1 to ~ do 
begin 
erok:~[k]; 
writeln('Sweeping matrix<< ',x,' » on element ',erok :2) ; 
for i :-1 to xr do 
for j :-1 to XC do 





if ( cc--0) then 
begin 
writeln 






for j :-1 to XC do 
begin 
if (j<>eook) tben 
begin 
if (ge(addrx+(errlk-l)*xc+ernk-1)-0) tben 
begin 
writeln 
(G' Unable to do the sweep, di.vision by zero attennpted') ; 
goto 999; 
errl; 
aa :-ge( addrx+( errlk -l)*xc+j -1) /ge ( addrx+( errlk- l)*xc+ernk -1) ; 
pe(addrx+(errlk-l)*xc+j-1,aa); 





cc :-ge(addrx+( errlk- l)'*xc+erok-1) ; 
if ( CC-0) then 
begin 
writeln 
(G' Unable to do the sweep, di.vision by zero attmpted ' ) ; 
goto 999; 
errl ; 
pe(addrx+(errlk-l)*xc+errlk -1 , (l .0/cc)) ; 
errl; (*loop*) 
errl ; 
errl ; (*option*) 
errl ; (*flag*) 
999: 
errl ; 
CNFRIAY EROCEruRE MAKE _SiM1EIRIC _ MA1RIX; 
var 
elem :real ; 
ka.Jnt , sun,i,j,addr,size ,col,k:integer ; 
begin 
flag :-t:rue ; 
crunt :-1 ; 
if flgf tben 
begin 
writeln(lgf, 'Iq,ut the upper triangular portion of the matrix.'); 
writeln(lgf,'fran diagonal elanent over , like T- 1 2 3/ 4 5 / 6 \') ; 
errl; 
writeln( 'Iq,ut the upper triangular portion of the matrix. ') ; 
writeln('fran the diagonal elaoont over, like T- 123/45 / 6 \'); 
GEr_line; 
fini _ narre; 
lenline:-length(line); 
kk:-,:,os( '\' ,line); 
ks:-,:,os(chr(13),line); 
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if(k.s<>())then line[ks] :-' , ; 
if flag then 
begin 






































for i:-1 to size do 
sun:-sunti; 
krunt :-kn-sun ; 
addr :-avail; 
for i:-1 to size do 























for i:-1 to coll do 












' {if(charc<>'d')then avail:-krunt;} 








if flgf then 
begin 
writeln(lgf, 'Input the upper triangular portion of the matrix,'); 
writeln(lgf, 'fran diagonal elemant over, like T- 1 2 3/ 4 5 / 6 \'); 
errl; 
writeln( 'Input the upper triangular portion of the matrix, ') ; 






if(ks<>O)then lire[ks] :-' I; 
if flag then 
begin 





for i:-2 t.o size do 
begin 
if(l~[count]-'/')then 













i :-1 ; 
\ohlle(kk--O)arxl flag do 
begin 
GEI'_l~; 








if flag then 
begin 
addr:-avail; 
for i :-1 t.o size do 
for j :-1 t.o size do 
pe(avail+(i -l)*size+j-1,0.0) ; 
sun:-0 ; 
for i:-1 t.o size do 
sun :-sun+i ; 
krunt :-kn-sun; 
for i :-1 t.o size do 





krunt :-koont+ 1; 
insert_t.o_direct.ory(nanena.t,size,size,addr,a); 
errl · 
' kn:-l<n-sun ; 
avail :-avail+size*size; 
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